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ABSTRACT
Feleg, Rosa Erika. M.A. The University of Memphis. May 2011. Features of the Early Relief
Decoration of Ramesses II at the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and the Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor
Temple. Major Professor: Dr. Lorelei H. Corcoran
This thesis examines the general characteristics of temple relief decoration in the first three
years of the reign of Ramesses II (c. 1279-1213 B.C.) based on examples from two monuments
whose decoration is securely dated to this timeframe: the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak and the
Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor Temple. The study examines the characteristics of sandstone of
which both monuments were constructed, and how its qualities influenced the appearance of the
relief decoration of the blocks with respect to both original and revised designs. The layout,
design and carving of the reliefs of a phase of decoration in the Hypostyle Hall closely parallels
the relief at Luxor. Based on stylistic and epigraphic criteria, the thesis concludes that part of the
south half of the east wall of the Hypostyle Hall is stylistically contemporary with the decoration
at the Ramesside Forecourt.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction

The present study will examine some of the defining characteristics of temple
reliefs in two of the monuments decorated in the first three years of the reign of Ramesses
II (c. 1279-1213 B.C.): the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and the Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor
Temple. These two monuments have been chose due to the existence of textual and
epigraphic evidence for the approximate date of their decoration, the one in the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall dating to the first two years of the reign, that of the Luxor Forecourt
completed in Year 3. We will explore the question of the chronology of the relief
decoration at each temple. The goal is to investigate the changes the decorative program
(i.e. general layout, size and content of scenes, etc.) in temples underwent at the
beginning of Ramesses II’s reign. In order to do this, the defining characteristics of the
reliefs in these two monuments will be analyzed to determine the distinctive features of
each, and then compared so as to determine whether there is any stylistic resemblance
between the phase of decoration in the Hypostyle Hall completed after Year 2 and the
decoration at the Luxor Forecourt.
My familiarity with the material stems from my participation in field work for the
Hypostyle Hall Project of the University of Memphis in the summer of 2010 and from
my experience as a research assistant for Dr. Peter J. Brand whose publication of the wall
scenes in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall: Peter J. Brand and William J. Murnane†, The Great
Hypostyle Hall in The Temple of Amun at Karnak, Volume I, Part 2: Commentary is
forthcoming.

1

The Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak under Ramesses II
The temple of Amun-Re at Karnak, known as Ipt-swt “The most select of place,”1
covers over a hundred hectares in the northeastern area of modern Luxor (Fig. 1). It is
adjoined by the precinct of Mut to the south and Monthu to the north.2 Smaller temples
had been built within the main precinct of Amun-Re, such as the temples of Khonsu,
Ptah, Ipet, Osiris and Amun-who-hears-prayers.3 The complex has two main axes, the
main one in an east-west axis from the inner sanctum to the first pylon, and a second
north-south axis, consisting of a series of pylons and open courts, which leads to the
temple of the goddess Mut. The temple underwent constant development starting from
the 12th Dynasty (c. 1985-1795 B.C.) down to the Roman period (30 B.C.- A.D. 395).
Most of the surviving monuments date to the New Kingdom (1550-1069 B.C.), one of
these being the Great Hypostyle Hall built by Seti I (1295-1279 B.C.) on the main westeast axis of the temple. The decoration of the Hall, called Hwt nTr Ax %ty-Mr.n-Imn m pr
Imn, “The temple ‘Effective is Seti beloved-of-Amun in the domain of Amun’,” was
completed by Ramesses II (1279-1213 B.C.), the son of Seti I and the third ruler of the
19th Dynasty (1295-1186 B.C.). During his long reign a great number of temples and
other monuments were created in Egypt as well as in Nubia. Besides these achievements,
one of the most important events during his reign was the confrontation with the Hittites

1

Pierre Barguet, “Karnak,” in LÄ III, pp. 342-51.

2

Pierre Barguet, Le temple d’Amon-Rê à Karnak. Essai d’exégèse, (Cairo: IFAO, 1962), pp. 52-53;
Bertha Porter and Rosalind Moss, Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts,
Reliefs and Paintings. Vol. II. Theban Temples (Oxford 1972), pp .224-244 (Khonsu), p. 244-253 (Opet), p.
278 (Osiris), pp. 195-202 (Ptah), pp. 208-215 (Amun-who-hears-prayers).
3

Barguet, Karnak, 1962, pp. 52-53; Elisabeth Blyth, Karnak. Evolution of a Temple (London, 2006).
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at Qadesh, recorded on the walls of his major temples. Although not an Egyptian victory,
it eventually led to a signed treaty and the consolidation of relations between the two
empires.4
Previous scholarship concerning the Hypostyle Hall is more abundant than that
regarding the Luxor Forecourt. All the scenes adorning the interior walls of the Hypostyle
Hall have been made available to scholars through the efforts of H. H. Nelson,5 while the
texts of the architraves have been published by V. Rondot.6 The columns of the
Hypostyle Hall have not been published so far. The only available data is that found in
the work of L. A. Christophe concerning the titles of the deities depicted on the columns,
and thus will not be included in this study.7 K. C. Seele8 and W. J. Murnane9 have
focused on the Hypostyle Hall from the viewpoint of Seti I’s coregency with Ramesses
II. However, the alleged coregency between these two kings has been disproven by P. J.
Brand in his study of the monuments of Seti I.10 As far as the reliefs of Ramesses II are

4

Marianne Eaton-Krauss, “Ramses II,” in LÄ V, pp. 108-14; Kenneth A. Kitchen , Pharaoh
Triumphant. The Life and Times of Ramesses II (Warminster, 1982).
5

Harold H. Nelson and William J. Murnane (eds.), The Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak. Volume I,
Part 1. The Wall Reliefs, OIP 106 (Chicago, 1981). Some of the wall reliefs of Seti I in the Hypostyle Hall
have also been published in Harold H. Nelson, “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu and the Ritual
of Amenophis I,” JNES 8 no. 3, 1949, pp. 201-32 and Idem., “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu
and the Ritual of Amenophis I – (Concluded),” JNES 8 no.4, 1949, pp. 310-45.
6

Vincent Rondot, La Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak. Les Architraves (Paris, 1997).

7

Louis-A. Christophe, Temple d'Amon à Karnak. Les divinités des colonnes de la Grande Salle
Hypostyle et leurs épithètes, (Cairo: IFAO, 1955).
8

K.eith C. Seele, The Coregency of Ramesses II with Seti I and the Date of the Great Hypostyle Hall
at Karnak, SAOC 19 (Chicago, 1940).
9

William J. Murnane, “The Earlier Reign of Ramesses II and His Coregency with Sety I,” JNES 34,
1975, pp. 153-90.
10

Peter J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I and Their Historical Significance: Epigraphic, Art
Historical and Historical Analysis, Ph.D. dissertation (Toronto, 1998).
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concerned, the most noteworthy is the analysis by B. Lurson focusing on a handful of
scenes on the south half of the West wall.11
In completing the decoration of the south half of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall
Ramesses II followed the same layout as that found in the northern half of the Hall
already finished by Seti I. The two half of the West wall were divided into four registers.
A tall scene placed close to west gateway, encompassed the height of the top three
registers; whereas the scenes of the jambs of the gateway maintained the four-register
division.12 Above the taller scene, there were added an additional two registers that
included scenes of the king kneeling and offering to standing deities.13 However, the
content of the scenes and their arrangement under Ramesses II differ from those of Seti I.
In ritual scenes Seti I is usually shown kneeling or bowing, while Ramesses II is shown
erect. Some scenes, such as the Min Festival procession14 shown on the north half of the
West wall, is not paralleled on the south half, while the towing of the sacred barge of
Amun is shown on both halves of the West wall15. Scenes showing the foundation of the
temple were added to the south half of the West wall by Ramesses II without having a
parallel on the north half.16 The South wall was also divided into four registers, and is

11
Benoit Lurson, “La conception du décor d’un temple au début du règne de Ramsès II: Analyse du
deuxième registre de la moitié sud du mur ouest de la Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak,” JEA 91, 2005,
pp. 107-24.
12

Harold H. Nelson and William J. Murnane (eds.), The Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak. Volume I,
Part 1. The Wall Reliefs, OIP 106 (Chicago, 1981), pls. 258, 267.
13

Ibid.

14

Ibid., pl. 159

15

Ibid., pls. 38-39, 151-152.

16

Ibid., pls. 22-30; Benoit Lurson, “La conception du décor d’un temple au début du règne de Ramsès
II: Analyse du deuxième registre de la moitié sud du mur ouest de la Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak,”
JEA 91, 2005, pp. 107-24.

4

more extensively preserved than the north wall where only the bottom two registers
survive.17 Both walls, however, have scenes in the bottom register showing the
procession of the sacred barques of Amun, Mut and Khonsu flanking both sides of the
north and south gateways.18
A greater discrepancy in the content and layout of the scenes is observable in the
case of the east wall. The north half of the east wall, decorated by Seti I, was divided into
five registers. An extensive number of scenes comprise texts from the ritual of
Amenhotep I.19 However, the south half of the east wall, decorated by Ramesses,
maintained the four-register division, with the scenes in the bottom register substantially
taller than the ones above it.20
Luxor Temple and the Ramesside Forecourt
Luxor Temple is located to the south of the temple of Karnak in the modern town
of Luxor, known in antiquity as Ipt-rsyt, “the southern Opet.”21 Its entrance faces north, a
distinctive feature of this temple, in the direction of the main temple of Amun-Re at
Karnak, to which it was connected by a processional avenue lined with sphinxes. The
temple was the focal point of the annual Opet Festival when the divine triad of Amun,

17

Nelson, GHHK I.1, pls. 259, 263.

18

Ibid., pls. 53, 76, 180-181, 197.

19

Ibid., pl. 264; Harold H. Nelson, “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu and the Ritual of
Amenophis I,” JNES 8 no. 3, 1949, pp. 201-32 and Idem., “Certain Reliefs at Karnak and Medinet Habu
and the Ritual of Amenophis I – (Concluded),” JNES 8 no.4, 1949, pp. 310-45
20

Nelson, GHHK I.1, pl. 260.

21

Pierre Barguet, “Luxor,” in LÄ III, p. 1103.
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Mut and Khonsu would leave Karnak, carried on processional barks, to visit the temple of
Luxor.22
The earliest remains at the site of Luxor Temple date to the 13th Dynasty.23
Amenhotep III (1388-1351 B.C.) of the 18th Dynasty is the one responsible for
constructing the extant and extensive main temple building, consisting of a colonnade
hall, an open courtyard with bundled papyrus columns, a hypostyle hall, and a series of
smaller halls and chapels that lead to the main shrine of Amun-Re.24 Ramesses II
extended the temple by adding an open courtyard with an entrance flanked by two pylons
in front of the colonnade hall of Amenhotep III (Fig. 3). He named the court Hwt nTr Rams-sw-mri-Imn Xnmt nHH, “the temple of Ramesses beloved of Amun united with
eternity”, which functioned as a “Mansions of Millions of Years” similar to the mortuary
temples erected on the West bank of Thebes.25 The construction was completed by the
third year of Ramesses’ reign.26

22

Lanny Bell, “Luxor Temple and the Cult of the Royal Ka,” JNES 44, 1985, pp. 251-94; William. J.
Murnane, “Opetfest,” in LÄ IV, pp. 574-79; Lanny Bell, The New Kingdom “Divine” Temple: The
Example of Luxor, in Byron E. Shafer, Temples of Ancient Egypt (Ithaca,1997), pp. 127-85.
23

Nigel Strudwick and Helen Strudwick, Thebes in Egypt. A Guide to the Tombs and Temples of
Ancient Luxor (Ithaca, 1999), p. 67; Barguet, “Luxor,” p. 1103.
24
The existence of an earlier temple structure attributed to Hatshepsut is indicated by the red granite
papyrus columns and architraves reused by Ramesses II for the construction of the triple barque shrine in
the Ramesside forecourt. Labib Habachi, “The Triple Shrine of the Theban Triad in Luxor Temple,”
MDAIK 20, 1965, pp. 93-97. PM II2, p. 309; Friedrich W. v. Bissing, “Über die Kapelle im Hof Ramesses
II im Tempel von Luxor,” Acta Orientalia, 8, 1930, pp. 129-62. The temple built by Amenhotep III
underwent three phases of construction. W. Raymond Johnson, “Monuments and Monumental Art under
Amenhotep III: Evolution and Meaning,” in David O’Connor and Eric H. Cline, eds., Amenhotep III.
Perspectives on His Reign (Ann Arbor, 1998), pp. 63-95; Arielle P. Kozloff and Betsy M. Bryan, Egypt’s
Dazzling Sun. Amenhotep III and His World (Cleveland, 1992), pp. 73-125.
25

The temple is referred to as being a “temple of millions of years” in some of the texts of the scenes
on the south face of the eastern Pylon, cf. Charles Kuentz, La face sud du massif est du pylone de Rameses
II à Louxor, CEDAE (Cairo, 1971), pls. XVII, XX; and in the dedicatory inscriptions, cf. Mahmud Abd ElRazik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple I: The Texts,” JEA 60, 1974,
§§1, 8; Idem, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation,” JEA
61, 1975, pp. 126, 132; For the aspects of the function of the “Temples of Millions of Years” see Harold H.

6

The scenes found on the south face of the eastern Pylon of the Ramesside
Forecourt of Luxor Temple have been published thanks to the efforts of Ch. Kuentz.27
The other wall scenes and the columns of the court still await publication, although a
small fraction of the wall scenes have been published recently due to the restoration work
carried out in the Abu El-Haggag Mosque.28 Regarding the decoration of the remaining
walls, the most extensive information is still that found in B. Porter’s and R. Moss’s
Topographical Bibliography.29 The dedicatory and building texts have been published,30
with the cryptographic text being the focus of a separate study.31 The Triple Shrine has
been a focus of attention due to the reused blocks it contained from the reign of

Nelson, “The Identity of Amun-Re of United-With-Eternity,” JNES 1, no. 2, 1942, pp. 127-55.; Gerhard
Haeny, “New Kingdom “Mortuary Temples” and “Mansions of Millions of Years,” in Byron E. Shafer, ed.,
Temples of Ancient Egypt (Ithaca, 1997), pp. 86-123; Ramesses also added statues within the courtyard and
to the entrance, erecting a pair of obelisks in front of the pylon. The exterior of the pylon was decorated
with scenes of the battle of Qadesh, sometime after the 5th year of his reign. Barguet, “Luxor ,” p. 1104.
26

Donald B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II and the Building of the Ramesside Court at
Luxor,” JEA, 57, 1971, pp.110-11; Kuentz, Pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, pl. XXV.
27

Charles Kuentz, La face sud du massif est du pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, (Cairo: CEDAE,

1971).
28

Mansour Boraik,“Inside the Mosque of Abu El-Haggag,” Memnonia 19, 2008, pp. 123-48.

29

Bertha Porter and Rosalind Moss, Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic
Texts, Reliefs and Paintings. II. Theban Temples (Oxford 1972), pp. 304-13.
30

Donald B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II and the Building of the Ramesside Court at
Luxor,” JEA, 57, 1971, pp. 110-19; Mahmud Abd El-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
Ramesses II in Luxor Temple I: The Texts,” JEA 60, 1974, pp. 142-60; Idem, “The Dedicatory and
Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation,” JEA 61, 1975, pp. 125-26;
31

Étienne Drioton, “Recueil de cryptographie monumentale.” ASAE 40, 1940, pp. 319-28. Parts of the
text are also in Boraik, “Inside the Mosque of Abu El-Haggag,” pp. 132-36.
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Hatshepsut.32 The most extant information on its texts derives from the work of F. W.
von Bissing.33
The interior walls of the Ramesside court were decorated with religious scenes
showing Ramesses II offering to deities and participating in ritual processions.34 The
scenes on the side walls and pylons were laid out in three registers, the top one showing
the king offering to enthroned gods, a middle register larger then the top one, and the
third or bottom register with processions of princes and princesses, nome gods bearing
offerings, or priests leading sacrificial bulls towards the temple.35
We have chosen to compare the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and the Luxor Forecourt
not only because of the close time frame in which they were decorated by Ramesses II
but also due to their similar intended function. It has been demonstrated that the
Hypostyle Hall was destined to serve the cult of Amun-Re at Karnak, but also that of the
ka of Seti I and later Ramesses II.36 It also served as a repository for the divine barques
during processions.37 The dedicatory inscription of the Luxor Forecourt describes how it
was intended to serve as “a resting place for the Lord of the Gods in his Festival of

32

Labib Habachi, “The Triple Shrine of the Theban Triad in Luxor Temple,” MDAIK 20, 1965, pp. 93-

97.
33

Friedrich W. v. Bissing, “Über die Kapelle im Hof Ramesses II im Tempel von Luxor,” AcOr 8,
1930, pp. 129-62.
34

PM II2, pl. XXX.

35

PM II2, pp. 306-309.

36

Rondot, Les Architraves, pp. 149-53.

37

Ibid.
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Opet”,38 thus serving the same general function as the Triple Barque Shrine it contained.
Luxor temple has been shown as being the most important site of the cult of the royal
ka.39
This study will begin with a description of the chronological timeframe in which
these two structures were built and decorated and a description of the phases of the
decorative process. This will be followed by an examination of the features of sandstone,
since its characteristics affect relief decoration carved in this medium. Chapter 3
comprises the main focus of the present study, beginning with a description of the
features of the raised relief scenes of Ramesses II in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and their
comparison with sunk relief scenes in the same monument. The characteristics of the
sunk relief scenes in the Ramesside Forecourt will also be examined and then compared
to the sunk relief scenes of Ramesses II in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. Since textual and
epigraphic evidence has shown that the two monuments were decorated in the first three
years of Ramesses’s reign, the goal of this study is to examine whether the
contemporaneousness of the two monuments can also be detected in the style of the
reliefs themselves.

38

El-Razik, Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor I, § 3B, Idem, Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor
II, p. 128; See also Ibid. § 7A, pp. 130-31, where the Forecourt is described as “a place of appearance for
the Lord of the Gods in his Festival of [Opet]”.
39

Lanny Bell, “Luxor Temple and the Cult of the Royal Ka,” JNES 44, 1985, pp. 251-94.
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Chapter 2:
Monuments decorated early in the reign of Ramesses II: the Karnak Hypostyle Hall
and the Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor Temple

After his accession to the throne, Ramesses II set out to complete the building
projects left unfinished by his father Seti I and to begin the construction of his own
monuments. Ramesses II completed the decoration of the temples of Seti I at Abydos,
Gurnah in Western Thebes and the Karnak Hypostyle Hall employing both raised and
later sunk relief.1 Ramesses II initially used raised relief on the interior surfaces of
temples and sunk on the exterior, as was traditional, before deciding on the exclusive
employment of sunk relief sometime during his second regnal year.2 This was the case
with one of the early monuments of Ramesses II, the temple at Beit el-Wali. All the
decoration of the interior walls of that temple was carved in raised relief and displayed
the short prenomen (throne name).3 The decoration of Ramesses II’s Abydos temple was
probably begun at the same time as that of Beit el-Wali, since parts of that temple were
also decorated in raised relief in correlation with the use of the short prenomen.4 While
finishing the decoration in his father’s temples, Ramesses started the construction of his

1

Peter J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I and Their Historical Significance: Epigraphic, Art Historical
and Historical Analysis, Ph.D. dissertation (Toronto, 1998), pp. 171-89, 257-81. For the phases in relief
decoration from the first two years of Ramesses II’s reign see Ibid. p. 49.
2

Ibid.

3

Herbert Ricke et al., The Beit el-Wali Temple of Ramesses II (Chicago, [1967]).

4

William J. Murnane, “The Earlier Reign of Ramesses II and His Coregency with Sety I,” JNES 34,
1975, p. 162.
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own monuments at Thebes, such as the Luxor Forecourt5 and the Ramesseum,6 decorated
after Year 2 as indicated by the presence of the long prenomen7 and the use of sunk relief.
In the following pages, we will attempt to establish the defining characteristics of the
reliefs of Ramesses II in one of the monuments of Seti I whose decoration he completed,
namely the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, and those of the reliefs found in the earliest
monument built solely by him in Thebes, the Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor Temple.
The Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak
Seti I built the Karnak Hypostyle Hall in the area between the Third Pylon
(constructed during the reign of Amenhotep III) and the Second Pylon (built by
Horemheb) (Fig. 1).8 On the eastern face of the Second Pylon traces of the earlier sunk
relief decoration showing the river barge of Amun-Re are still visible under the scenes
commissioned by Seti I after this wall of the pylon became part of the Hall.9
The decoration of the Hall under Seti I covers the entire north wall, the northern
halves of the east and west walls, the west corner of the southern half of the vestibule of
the Third Pylon, and the northern part of the south half of the west wall (Fig. 2).10 It was
left to Ramesses II to finish the task of decorating the walls in the southern half of the
5

Charles Kuentz , La face sud du massif est du pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, (Cairo: CEDAE,
1971); PM II2, 305-12.
6

PM II2, pp. 431-44; see also the publications of the monument by the Centre d'Études et de
Documentation sur l'Ancienne Égypte.
Kenneth A. Kitchen, “Aspects of Ramesside Egypt,” in Acts of the 1st International Congress of
Egyptology, 1979, pp. 384-85.
7

8

Brand, Monuments of Seti I, pp. 222-28; Keith C. Seele, The Coregency of Ramses II with Seti I and
the Date of the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak, SAOC 19 (Chicago, 1940), §7-8, fig. 1-2.
9

Harold H. Nelson, GHHK I.1, pls. 266-67; R. A. Schwaller. de Lubicz, The Temples of Karnak,
(Rochester, 1999), pp. 564-66, figs. 24-26, pl. 42; Brand, Monuments of Seti I, pp. 226-27.
10

Ibid., pp. 217-22.
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Hall left un-carved by his father. While completing the Hall’s decoration, Ramesses II
also appropriated scenes of his father at the main access points into the Hall, the north
and west gateway and the east vestibule, to extend his ownership on the entire structure.11
The reliefs created in the Hall for Ramesses II can be divided into three sequential stages:
raised relief associated with the use of the short prenomen Wsr-MAat-Ra, sunk relief
employing the short prenomen, and sunk relief using the long prenomen Wsr-MAat-Ra
stp.n Ra.12 The usurpation of the scenes close to the western and eastern gateways13 of
the Hall created by Seti I occurred at two different dates: a first stage carried out after
Ramesses II adopted the use of his long prenomen and decided to convert his own raised
relief scenes to sunk relief in the Hall,14 and a second stage after his 21st regnal year.15
Thus five different stages in the unfolding of the decoration in the south half of
the Hall can be outlined: 1) raised relief and short prenomen: north half of the west wall,
west half of the south wall and the southern gateway; 2) sunk relief and short prenomen:
south half of the west wall, east half of the south wall, south half of the east wall; 3) sunk
relief and long prenomen and Ra-ms-s nomen (given name): north half of east wall, south
wing of the Third Pylon vestibule; 4) conversion of raised relief scenes (on the west and

11

William J. Murnane, “The Earlier Reign of Ramesses II and His Coregency with Sety I,” JNES 34,
1975, p. 180.
12

Ibid., pp. 171-79; Brand, Monuments of Seti I, p. 49.

13

The north and south side of the Third Pylon vestibule: Nelson, GHHK I.1, pls. 249-267, 265, 122127, 261; Some of the nomen cartouches in the usurped scenes of the vestibule display the Ra-ms-sw variant
(pls. 249-252, 255-256) employed after the 21st regnal year, a post quem date of their alteration. west wall
north jamb and two adjacent scenes: Ibid. pls. 131-135, 158, with the Ra-ms-sw nomen being used in pls.
131-132, 135. I thank Dr. Peter J. Brand for pointing this out to me.
14

Murnane, The Earlier Reign of Ramesses II, pp. 180-83.

Kenneth A. Kitchen, “Aspects of Ramesside Egypt,” in Acts of the 1st International Congress of
Egyptology, 1979, p. 384.
15

12

south wall) to sunk relief with long prenomen and usurpation of the raised reliefs of Seti I
next to the west and east gateways, both occurring at the same time or shortly after stage
3; and 5) usurpation of scenes of Seti I at the north wing of the Third Pylon vestibule and
scenes adjoining the western gateway employing the Ra-ms-sw nomen at or after Year 21.
The Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor
While the decoration process of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall was underway,
Ramesses II began the building of the Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor Temple (Fig. 3).
Unlike the Hypostyle Hall, the Luxor Forecourt was entirely decorated in a unified style,
sunk relief employing the long prenomen adopted after Year 2 and Ra-ms-s nomen,
variant used before Year 21. The dedicatory inscription on the south face of the eastern
Pylon states that the court was completed in “regnal year 3, the 4th month of Akhet, day
one.”16 Redford argued, based on his own reconstruction of the type of structure
described, that this dedicatory inscription refers only to the Triple Barque Shrine and not
to the entire court.17 However, he ignored the fact that the inscription found on the
eastern Pylon is part of the decorative program of the wall which includes a depiction of
the pylons before the court.18 Another dedicatory text on the east half of the south wall
describes the court and the statues it contains, the obelisks in front of the pylon, and the
“shrine of granite” built within the court “as a resting place for the Lord of the Gods in

16

Kuentz, Pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, pl. XXV; Donald B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of
Ramesses II and the Building of the Ramesside Court at Luxor,” JEA, 57, 1971, p. 114; Mahmud Abd ElRazik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple I: The Texts,” JEA 60, 1974, §
1; Idem., “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II in Luxor Temple II: Interpretation,” JEA 61,
1975, pp. 125-26.
17

Redford, The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, p. 114;

18

Peter J. Brand, “The ‘Lost’ Obelisks and Colossi of Seti I,” JARCE 34, 1997, p. 108.
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his Festival of Opet.”19 Thus it seems clear that the court and the Triple Barque Shrine it
contains were built at the same time. The dedicatory text dated to Year 1 and attributed to
Ramesses II, found on the eastern outer wall of the Barque Shrine and extending over
onto the south wall of the west Pylon has been shown to belong to Seti II, and thus has no
bearing on the date of the shrine’s construction.20
The axis of the Ramesside forecourt deviates to the east from the axis of the main
temple built by Amenhotep III. It had been suggested that this was due to the presence of
the already existing Barque Shrine in the area.21 However, L. Habachi has convincingly
argued that the deviation was influenced by the axis of the processional way leading to
the temple of Karnak and laid out during the reign of Amenhotep III.22 The granite
columns and architraves of the barque shrine were originally part of a monument built by
Hatshepsut whose text had been erased by Thutmosis III.23 However the rest of the
structure of the shrine, consisting of sandstone, is the work of Ramesses II, and was
erected during the same time as the pylon was being built.24
The decoration of the Ramesside Forecourt began only after the second regnal
year, as shown by the use of the long prenomen, its execution being carried out only in
sunk relief. Thus its decoration was being undertaken at approximately the same time
19

El-Razik, Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor I, § 3; Idem., Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor
II, pp. 127-28.
20

Murnane, The Earlier Reign of Ramesses II , p. 160.

21

Labib Habachi does not cite specifically the origin of this theory, cf. Labib Habachi, “The Triple
Shrine of the Theban Triad in Luxor Temple,” MDAIK 20, 1965, pp. 96-97.
22

Ibid., pp. 96-97.

23

Ibid., pp. 94-96

24

Mahmud Abd El-Razik, “Some Remarks on the Great Pylon of the Luxor Temple,” MDAIK 22,
1967, p. 68.
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period that the final stage of relief decoration (sunk relief with long prenomen) was being
completed at the Karnak Hypostyle Hall on the northern part of the south half of the east
wall. Before engaging in an analysis of the reliefs of Ramesses II at Karnak and Luxor,
the features of sandstone will be discussed in order to assess the impact this medium has
upon the quality and appearance of sandstone relief decoration.
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Chapter 3:
Sandstone and features of sandstone relief decoration
in the Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak

The following pages will examine certain characteristics of sandstone and
sandstone monuments, with observations based mostly on examples from the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall due to lack of available data from the Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor
Temple. We will look at how the quality of the stone, building methods, later changes,
vandalism and natural decay determine this monument’s present condition. We will also
look at quarry damage which is one of the main types of flaws visible in the stone blocks
today and is a result of the incomplete smoothing of the chisel marks left by the
stonemasons,1 attempting to determine when it occurred and the ways in which the
ancient masons tried to correct those flaws. This will be followed by an examination of
how the stone blocks were dressed and decorated, and the affects of subsequent human
activity and natural corrosion.
Geology and Ancient Quarrying of Egyptian Sandstone
Sandstone is a sedimentary rock consisting predominantly of sand size grains of
detrital rock and mineral fragments that are held together by quartz, iron oxide, calcite,
clay or other cements (mineral binders).2 The sandstone used in Pharaonic times was
generally very “mature”, i.e. the quartz proportion strongly predominates, and minerals
1

Peter J. Brand and William J. Murnane†, The Great Hypostyle Hall in The Temple of Amun at
Karnak, Volume I, Part 2: Commentary, forthcoming.
2

Paul T. Nicholson and Ian Shaw, Ancient Egyptian Materials and Technology (Cambridge, 2000), p.
54; Jean-C. Goyon et al, La construction pharaonique du Moyen Empire à l’Époque Gréco-Romaine.
Contexte et principes technologiques (Paris, 2004), p. 67.
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such as feldspars, micas and a number of heavy minerals are very minor in comparison.3
The amount of iron oxide present in the rock’s composition results in variations in its
coloration, ranging from grayish-white to deep reddish-brown. It has been observed that
Pharaonic builders preferred the use of lighter colored sandstone. The light grey and the
beige brown to pale yellowish varieties predominate in the monuments.4
Egyptian sandstones are built up in layers and display a certain degree of crossbedding with a fabric that occasionally contains clay minerals. These swell up when wet,
resulting in loosening the fabric of the rock.5 This potential for disintegration is also
influenced by variation in grain size along the planes of stratification. Differences in the
permeability in these various layers results in pronounced differences in the weathering
of the sandstone blocks within the same structures and buildings (Fig. 4).6 The resistance
to weathering is also dependent on the variable density of the cement binding between the
individual grains of sand formed during diagenesis or during later consolidation
processes which results in different strengths of intergranular bonds in the individual
sandstones.7 The corrosive effect of water is much more intense in the case of stratified
sandstone, particularly the stone from Silsila West. This effect must have been familiar to
Pharaonic builders, who must have noticed that the corrosive effect is less extensive if the

3

Gilles Martinet, Grès et mortiers du Temple d’Amon à Karnak (Haute Egypte). Etudes des alterations
aide à la restauration (Paris, 1992), p. 47; Rosemarie Klemm, and Dietrich Klemm, Stones and Quarries in
Ancient Egypt (London, 2008), p. 167.
4

Thierry De Putter and Christina Karlshausen, Les pierres utilisées dans la sculpture et l'architecture
de l'Égypte Pharaonique. Guide Pratique Illustré (Brussels, 1992), pp. 91-94; Klemm and Klemm, Stones
and Quarries., p. 168.
5

Ibid., p. 167; Martinet, Grès et mortiers, p. 68.

6

Klemm and Klemm, Stones and Quarries, pp. 167-68; Martinet, Grès et mortiers, p. 68, figs. 2-22.

7

Klemm and Klemm, Stones and Quarries, p. 169.
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stone piece is placed so that its stratification is horizontal (Fig. 4), a practice abandoned
in Ptolemaic and Roman times.8
The ancient Egyptian name of this material was inr HD nfr n rwD.t, 9 “white fine
stone of endurance.” Sometimes the adjective mnx, “costly, splendid,” replaces nfr,10
while occasionally only the word rwD.t was used as a name for sandstone.11
Sandstone was first quarried for monumental construction on a large scale during
the 11th Dynasty, employed alongside limestone in the mortuary temple of Mentuhotep II
at Deir el-Bahari in Thebes.12 18th Dynasty builders began to use sandstone extensively,
making it the principal building material for temples in Thebes and other southern sites.
Its employment facilitated the construction of greater temples with larger architectural
elements and longer architraves in the New Kingdom and later periods due to its
superiority to limestone in terms of strength.13 As a sculptural medium, however,
sandstone is inferior to limestone, which could be more intricately carved due to its finer
grain. Even so, sandstone could be easily worked and was readily available and thus was
widely used for reliefs and statuary outside the limestone region.14
Sandstone quarries that had been exploited during the New Kingdom, as indicated
by the chisel marks found on the quarry face and quarry inscriptions, were: Gebel el8

Ibid., p. 194.

9

Wb I, p. 97; Wb II, p. 413.

10

Urk IV, p. 883; De Putter and Karlshausen, Les pierres utilisées , p. 91.

11

Ibid., p. 91.

12

Nicholson and Shaw, Materials and Technology, p. 55; De Putter and Karlshausen, Les pierres
utilisées, p. 93.
13

Nicholson and Shaw, Materials and Technology, pp. 55-56.

14

Ibid., p. 56.
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Silsila,15 Hierakonpolis West Bank,16 Gebel Serâg,17 Wadi Shall er-Regal,18 Nag el
Hammam,19 and Gebel el-Hammam – El Khattara (Fig. 5).20 Gebel el-Silsila, lying on
both sides of the Nile, constitutes Egypt’s largest area of Nubian sandstone quarrying,
with indications of quarrying activity from the Middle Kingdom down to the Roman
Period.21 This was one of the most important sandstone quarries during the Ramesside
Period. The solid and relatively homogenous nature of the massif made it possible to
obtain large blocks from continuously quarried areas, with the outer walls of some of the
open-cast quarries being up to 40 m high.22 The northern quarries of the west bank and
those of the east bank contain the largest quarrying areas.23 Access to the Ramesside
quarries lying on the east bank farther from the river would had been facilitated by broad
transportation ramps.24
Due to the extensive use of the quarries at Gebel el-Silsila, Rosemarie and
Dietrich D. Klemm were able to delimit and date various chisel marks on the quarry walls
in terms of their characteristic tracks and their association with adjacent dated
15

Klemm and Klemm, Stones and Quarries, p. 180.

16

Ibid., p. 172.

17

Ibid., p. 174.

18

Ibid., p. 177.

19

Ibid., p. 178.

20

Ibid., p. 205.

21

Dieter Arnold, The Encyclopedia of Ancient Egyptian Architecture (Princeton, 2003), p. 98; Klemm
and Klemm, Stones and Quarries, p. 180-201; Ricardo Caminos, “Gebel es-Silsile,” in LÄ II, pp. 441-47.
22

Klemm and Klemm, Stones and Quarries., p. 180.

23

Ibid., p. 181-184; Caminos, “Gebel es-Silsile,” pp. 441-47.

24

Klemm and Klemm, Stones and Quarries, p. 188.
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inscriptions.25 The chisel marks from the early New Kingdom display somewhat irregular
chisel tracks, but the individual traces are longer than those attributed to the Middle
Kingdom. The characteristic arrangement of the chisel marks is a herringbone pattern in
most tracks, ascribed to the use of harder and slightly longer bronze chisels.26 In the
Ramesside period the herringbone pattern is replaced by a continuous straight track (Fig.
6). The individual marks are frequently interrupted but remain in a parallel alignment.
This might indicate that slightly longer bronze chisels were used, the horizontal sections
marking the respective block heights.27 This pattern is retained down to the Late Period,
so a secure attribution can only be made based on adjacent dated inscriptions.28
Based on the tool marks, R. Klemm concludes that a harder and slightly longer
bronze chisel was used during the New Kingdom as opposed to the softer copper chisels
used previously,29 although D. Arnold argues that there are indications of the introduction
of differently shaped tools: pointed chisels driven by mallets.30 Arnold points out that the
quarry marks seem to belong to a pointed tool even though the only known metal chisel
suitable for working in stone for that period is the round bar chisel which has a flat
cutting edge.31 It is also argued that a pickax with a metal blade could have created the

25

Ibid., p. 194-201.

26

Ibid., p. 196; Dieter Arnold, Building in Egypt. Pharaonic Stone Masonry (Oxford, 1991), p. 34.

27

Klemm and Klemm, Stones and Quarries, p. 197; Arnold, Building in Egypt, p. 34.

28

Klemm and Klemm, Stones and Quarries, p. 197.

29

Ibid., p. 196.

30

Arnold, Building in Egypt, p. 33.

31

Ibid., p. 33.
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quarry marks. However, the only known pickax that has been found in the archeological
record is from Tell el-Amarna and is not datable with certainty.32
Even though the specific type of tool used for extracting the stone cannot be
identified with certainty, the tools used for dressing the stones are known from examples
found at Deir el-Bahri dating from the New Kingdom.33 The two main tools used were
the round bar chisel and the flat mortise or crosscut chisel, the first having a cutting edge
1-2 cm wide while the latter was pointed and was used cutting into the surface (Fig. 7).34
The flat chisel was useful in removing large areas of soft stone, where an evenly flat
surface was not initially important.35 Experimental archaeology has shown that leaded
bronze chisels would have been able to cut sandstone with ease.36
Due to the close proximity of the sandstone quarries of Gebel el-Silsila to the
river, the quarried blocks were transported to the construction site by ships, as indicated
by ostraca found at the Ramesseum, describing such vessels and the number of blocks
that were transported to the construction site of the mortuary temple of Ramesses II.37
Ships of modest size were transporting 5-7 block at one time.38

32

The method of manufacture of this tool seems to indicate a post 20th Dynasty date. Goyon, et al., La
construction pharaonique., p. 154.
33

Arnold, Building in Egypt, pp. 258-60.

34

Ibid., p. 258.

35

Denis A. Stocks, Experiments in Egyptian Archaeology. Stoneworking Technology in Ancient Egypt
(London, 2003), p. 28.
36

Ibid., p. 64.

37

Kenneth A. Kitchen, “Building the Ramesseum,” Cahier de Recherches de l'Institut de Papyrologie
et d'Égyptologie de Lille 13, 1991, p. 85-93; Similar sources indicate the use of ships for the transportation
of stone during the reigns of Seti I and Ramesses III, Ibid. p. 86.
38
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ships transporting blocks, cf.
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Techniques and Procedures for Preliminary Dressing of Sandstone Blocks in the Quarry
After extraction from the quarry face rough cut sandstone blocks were dressed at
the construction site after they had been set into place.39 Although undressed blocks in
the foundations of the mortuary temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu might argue
against this idea, it appears that the quarrymen partially dressed the blocks at the quarry
site.40 However, it is likely that the extent of trimming the stone blocks received at the
quarry site varied over time. During the Middle Kingdom, the use of stone picks and
chisels would have made the secondary adjusting and dressing of the stone necessary. In
the New Kingdom, this process would have been bypassed after the implementation of
harder bronze tools which made the cutting of a roughly rectangular block easier, and
thus dressed de facto.41 This seems to be also confirmed by the ostraca from the
Ramesseum mentioned above. The hieratic ostraca give the sizes of the blocks
transported in cubits, which have been compared by K. Kitchen to measurements of the
blocks at the Ramesseum taken by D. Lowle.42 K. Kitchen notes that three of the
measurements given by the ostraca match the sizes of the blocks found at the temple.
Three of the other four sizes observable at the site are larger than the ones indicated in the
text, while one is almost the same size as the largest blocks listed in the texts.43 However,

http://www.insightdigital.org/entry/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=139&Itemid=434
last accessed March 28, 2011.
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Arnold, Building in Egypt, pp. 43-46.
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OIP 55 (Chicago, 1951), p. 31.
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Goyon, et al, La construction pharaonique, p. 285.
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he does indicate that some of the blocks at the site are slightly smaller in size than the
ones mentioned in the text, which might be the result of dressing carried out at the
construction site.44 Even so, the amount of excess stone left on the face of the blocks that
would later receive relief decoration could not have been too great. This might be one of
the reasons for the frequency of quarry damage in the case of Ramesside temple walls,45
especially when compared to earlier Thutmoside monuments46 (Fig. 8) or the ones
created in the Late and Ptolemaic period.47 Moreover, the unfinished blocks of these later
period monuments48 show a significant amount of excess stone left on the face of the
block that would have received the relief decoration and which could have been carved
and removed with greater ease due to the use of steel tools known to have been available
in the Greco-Roman period.49
Construction and Decoration of Sandstone Monuments in the Ramesside Period
There are numerous indications that the Egyptians used mud brick ramps to aid in
setting the blocks into place. A detailed drawing of a ramp is shown in the tomb of
Rekhmire, with the “pillars” of the building under construction enveloped in the walls of
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Ibid., p. 86, note 14.
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Peter J. Brand, “Methods Used in Restoring Reliefs Vandalized During the Amarna Period,” GM
170, 1999, p. 42, note 15.
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the ramp.50A steep ramp from the construction of the Ramesside temple in the lower
Asasif has also survived.51 The remains of the ramp used in the construction of the 1st
Pylon at Karnak are still in situ. Even though it was erected during the reign of
Nectanebo I, it is assumed that some of its building was carried out in Pharaonic
tradition.52 Each tower of the pylon was approached by ramps on both sides, built of
unequally spaced brick walls that leaned against the towers without touching it directly.
The space left between the wall of the building and the ramp would have been necessary
for controlling the angle of the wall, with the space filled in periodically with builders’
debris (Fig. 9).53
The blocks would have been set into their final position with the use of wooden
levers,54 with the mortar placed between the rows of blocks used primarily as lubricant
and as filling.55 Wooden cramps ensured the connection between the blocks and
prevented the blocks from shifting while the mortar was setting.56 As far as the structure
of the walls is concerned, there are numerous examples dating to the New Kingdom of
walls built up of two rows of blocks encasing a fill material consisting of smaller blocks
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and builders’ debris, a technique also used for the building of pylons.57 In other cases, the
fill of the wall consists of undressed blocks of roughly the same size as the blocks
comprising the outer faces of the wall. This is the case of the western wall of the
Colonnade Hall of Luxor temple58 and the walls of the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak (Fig.
10). In some instances the walls are comprised of the two rows of blocks closely fitted
together with no fill material other then mortar, e.g. the walls of the temple of Ramesses
III at Medinet Habu.59
It is assumed that the ramps would have also served as scaffolding for the
smoothing and decoration of the walls while the mud brick ramps were gradually
removed.60 There are indications, however, that the decoration of the walls occurred later,
after the removal of the mud brick ramps. In the case of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall the
decoration of the walls was carried out using wooden scaffolding.61 Post holes found at
the temple of Ramesses II at Gerf Hussein62 and others found at the temple of Ramesses
III at Medinet Habu63 are presumed to have helped anchor the wooden scaffolding used
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in the decoration of the temple.64 An example of the use of light-pole scaffolding is
represented in the tomb of Rekhmire surrounding a colossal royal statue.65
Quarry Damage and Its Amelioration
It was probably during the dressing stage that plaster would had been used to fill
in the scores in the stone left by the stone cutters’ chisels, either as a result of the
quarrying process or that of cutting back to surface during the final dressing stage.66 The
flat chisel could be the cause of the rectangular incisions that can sometimes be detected
all over the surface of some of the reliefs in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. The tracks of
these chisel marks are at an angle of about 45o in the majority of the cases observable and
must have been produced during the final dressing of the stone (Fig.11).
In other cases there are instances of deeper chisel marks in depressions in the
block that needed to be filed in completely with plaster, which is still detectable in some
examples (Fig. 12). The presence of these depressions in the block seems to be the result
of carelessness on the part of the masons who did not cut the blocks with roughly plane
surfaces.
When these deeper depressions in the stone blocks were created is, however, a
matter of debate. We believe these depressions in the stone could have been created
before the block was set into the wall and received its final dressing. This is indicated by
instances of such chisel scarred depressions occurring along the corners and edges of
blocks which are otherwise largely even and unblemished (Fig. 13). When neighboring
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blocks are often free of similar zones of deep hacking, it seems unlikely that masons
created this damage during the smoothing process after they had set the block in place,
for surely such damage would have frequently spilled over onto adjacent blocks without
regard to joints between them. The fact that tools used for testing the flatness of the
block’s surface, such as boning rods, which are known to have been available since the
12th Dynasty67 and which continued in use during the New Kingdom as indicated by
reliefs in the tomb of Rekhmire,68 seems to shed some doubt as to the extent of
carelessness of the masons dressing the block. Rather it would seem more likely to be a
further indication to the quarrymen’s carelessness in extracting the blocks. Indeed there
are cases where such quarry damage is confined to the interior of a single block and does
not affect its edges, but this does still not exclude the assumption that the damage could
have occurred before the builders placed the block into its final position (Fig. 14). Cases
where such quarry damage occurs at the edges of the blocks are much more frequent.
Thus it seems reasonable to believe that the stone underwent a preliminary
dressing/trimming stage before being set into place. It is nevertheless not clear whether
this occurred at the quarry or the construction site, although the Ramesseum ostraca seem
to indicate the possibility that the blocks were being partially dressed at the quarry site.
The fact that the chisel marks in these depressions intersect each other in a crosshatched pattern could be due to different phases of chiseling (Fig. 15). The first set of
chisel marks that runs at an angle of 145o are parallel and resemble the Ramesside quarry
marks found at Gebel el-Silsila, being seemingly created by the same sharp chisel and
67
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having the same length (Fig. 6). What is different is the angle of the chisel marks, since
the Ramesside quarry marks run at a 45o angle while the first set of those still visible on
the blocks run in the opposite direction. An explanation for this feature could be the fact
that the blocks were turned around, which seems plausible if one considers the different
stages of handling the blocks underwent: from being taken out of the quarry, loaded on to
boats, moved around after arriving at the construction site, and finally set into place. This
first set of chisel marks is intersected by others with tracks running in the opposite
direction and which could be the result of dressing. The stone would be cut in the
opposite direction compared to the cutting received during quarrying, which seems a
logical choice. During the dressing process the new chisel cuts created would have made
the previous ones even deeper if running at the same angle, while the choice of having
the subsequent chisel cuts intersect with the previous one would help in evening out the
surface. The fact that the later chisel tracks run at a 45o angle, intersect the ones running
in the opposite direction, and at the same time, share the same angle with the shallower
chisel tracts visible on more finely finished wall sections (Fig. 8, 11) seems to indicate
that these were created during the last cutting stage. This kind of quarry damage is most
commonly encountered in the southern part of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, especially on
the walls and columns decorated by Ramesses II. It is still visible due to the choice of
employing sunk relief decoration which would have been less time consuming and would
not obliterate the chisel marks by cutting back the surface as in the case of raised relief
decoration employed under Seti I in the northern part of the Hall.69
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Surface improvements: Patch Stones
There are also instances of the use of patch stones70 for correcting flaws in the
stone, including quarry damage, some of which must have been extensive considering the
size of the patch stones visible in the battle reliefs of Seti I found on the northern exterior
wall of the Hypostyle Hall. Several of these were used in places where the face of the
king or of a deity would have been carved.71 A recess was carved into the original block
for the insertion of the patch stone, with the keying for plaster still visible in the places
where the patch stone has fallen away.72 It has been suggested that the use of patch stones
in crucial points of the decorative program was motivated by the friable quality of the
sandstone73 and not necessarily by quarry damage. Similar patch stones were used for the
walls within the Hypostyle Hall, especially in the areas decorated by Seti I (Fig. 16), but
several were also used to mend walls decorated by Ramesses II74 (Fig. 17). In other
instances veneer slabs would have been employed, especially in the case of the north wall
of the Hypostyle Hall decorated by Seti I, which were larger then patch stones75 (Fig. 18).
The fenstrations cut into the wall, 15-20 cm deep, for the insertion of such slabs are still
visible across the north wall.76
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Plaster
After the application of plaster to fill in the marks left by quarry damage that were
too deep to remove during the dressing process, the stonemasons would use a sandstone
buffer stone to even out the surface that would later be carved.77 For the cutting of the
reliefs, be it raised or sunk, copper and bronze tools could have been used alongside flint
tools. Experimental archaeology has shown that such chisels could be utilized as scrapers
and the flint ones would be appropriate for carving sharp corners and possibly finer
details.78 The reliefs would have been smoothed with coarse and smooth sandstone
buffers.79
Plaster was also important in the case of the alteration of existing reliefs, termed
recutting.80 It was also employed for cosmetic adjustments aimed at refining the
proportions of the figure, such as the profile, size of the headdress and proportions of the
limbs (Fig. 19), and for major alterations such as the replacement of individual elements
or usurpation (Fig. 20).81 Keying for plaster (roughening of the surface in order to make
plaster adhere) is not always observable in the case of cosmetic or other types of
adjustment (Fig. 20), and was probably not deemed necessary possibly due to the smaller
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amount of plaster employed,82 although there are cases were sporadic keying is employed
in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall (Fig. 21).83
Traces of the quarry damage and the alteration the reliefs underwent would not
have been visible once the reliefs were plastered over and painted. Coarse plaster would
had been used as a preliminary coating to fill in the damage in the stone, followed by
layer of fine plaster that would had acted as the background for the final paint.84
Alteration of Existing Relief Decoration: Usurpation and Recutting
Usurpation, the supplanting of the name of a predecessor on an inscribed
monument, required the careful erasure of the appropriate text rather than violent
hacking.85 In the case of raised relief this could be achieved by shaving off the original
text and replacing it with incised glyphs, while in the case of sunk relief the original
would be filled in with plaster and then recut.86 In some cases other elements would be
82
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changed along with the usurpation of the cartouche, as in the case of one of the scenes
decorating a column in the northern part of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall close to the central
aisle, where a scene originally carved in raised relief by Seti I was later usurped and
converted to sunk relief by Ramesses II (Fig. 22). In this scene the previous smaller
raised relief cartouches of Seti I were replaced with larger sunk relief cartouches of
Ramesses II. The large cartouches had to be moved to the right, which meant that the
epithets preceding Seti’s cartouche had to be erased. The initially taller ointment jar in
the form of a kneeling figure was altered to take the form of a sphinx also due to space
considerations. In a different example, such as the large cartouches of Ramesses IV
decorating the bottom of some of the columns in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, the original
sunk relief cartouche was plastered over and the glyphs recarved to accommodate a
different writing of the name of the same pharaoh which was then later usurped by
Ramesses VI (Fig. 23).87 The reason why these alterations are easily detectable today is
due to the disappearance of the plaster used to make them and due to the traces left by the
original raised relief, which leaves an incised outline cut deeper than the surrounding
surface88 (Fig. 24).
Designing, Carving and Coloring Relief Decoration
In the case of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, there are indications that polychrome
cartoons were employed in certain parts of the Hall before the reliefs were carved.89 This
was motivated by the necessity to make the buildings functional, which was only
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achieved once the decoration was in place, and also by the fact that carving the relief
decoration was also time consuming.90 In other instances paint was used to render
elements that had not been carved, such as an example of a xwi fan in one of the barque
scenes carved during the reign of Seti I on the north wall of the Hypostyle Hall (Fig. 25).
Other elements of the costume of the king or the deity would only be rendered in paint;
for instance, in a scene91 of Ramesses II on the south wall (Fig. 26), the wsx collar and
the bracelets of the king were only rendered in paint. The same can be said in the case of
the representation of the ithyphallic Amun-Re in the same scene. The inner details of the
feathers in his crown, his bracelets, collar and pectoral and the details inside the flail,
have been painted but not carved (Fig. 26).
Differences in the techniques employed for sculpting and painting the reliefs
under Seti I and Ramesses II in the Hypostyle Hall have been more thoroughly studied in
the case of the architraves. V. Rondot has noted the attention to detail and the better
quality of the raised relief texts of Seti I where some of the details have been rendered in
paint. In the case of the architraves decorated by Ramesses II, plaster was used to
smoothe the surface before the carving of the sunk relief and paint was used for the
rendering of finer detail.92 Due to the fact that the plaster has fallen away, some of
Ramesses II’s inscriptions display several lacunae. This is due to a shallower carving of
the sunk relief that did not penetrate all the way to the rock underneath the plaster.93
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Iconoclasm and Vandalism
Epigraphers and Egyptologists studying these reliefs today also need to deal with
the later iconoclasm and damage some of the scenes have suffered in later periods. In the
case of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall most of the damage suffered by the reliefs by the hand
of iconoclasts dates to the Coptic and Islamic periods.94 The heads, feet and hands of
several of the human and divine figures have been chiseled away due to the beliefs that
these figures were an abomination and also magically threatening. In some cases marks
left by different types of chisels used by the iconoclasts can be observed (Fig. 27). In
other instances of similar kind of vandalism in Luxor temple, such chisel marks are
accompanied by Coptic crosses engraved on the wall, which thus serve as dating
criteria.95 A more selective vandalism was inflicted upon representations of Amun-Re
Kamutef in the Hypostyle Hall. In several instances the phallus of this deity was deeply
gauged out. This was probably done for the purposes of fertility magic, since the gauging
is deeper than iconoclastic hacking and since there are cases where other parts of the
human figures have not been maliciously injured (Fig. 28).96 Another type of iconoclasm
frequently encountered is the defacement of the Seth hieroglyph in Seti I’s nomen as a
result of the demonization of this deity in the Late Period.97
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Weathering and Decay of Sandstone Monuments
The passage of time and the rising ground water levels have also left their mark
on the sandstone reliefs. Before the construction of the Aswan Dam the annual Nile flood
would inundate the Hypostyle Hall. For instance in 1922 the water in the Hall was
recorded as being 0,54 m high, while during devastating flood levels such as the one in
1887 it would reach 2,30 m.98 Although the construction of the Aswan Dam has put an
end to this, it also led to the rise in ground water levels due to the necessity of regularly
irrigating the fields.99 Today the greatest amount of damage the stone suffers is due to the
salt formed at the surface of the blocks resulting from the evaporation of water drawn
into the stone as a result of capillarity and high ground water level. The salts deposited at
the surface often lead to the exfoliation of the stone which affects the reliefs irreversibly
(Fig. 29).100 In other instances the salts break up the bond between the grains of the
sandstone along the bedding planes, which leads to the disintegration of the stone and its
reversion back to sand (Fig. 4, right).101
Conclusions
Thus we have examined some of the more prominent features of sandstone and
sandstone monuments as seen in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall as our main example. This
has included the quarrying and dressing processes involved in preparing the stone blocks
for their use in monuments. We also tried to find an explanation for the frequent traces of
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quarry damage in the Hypostyle Hall and on Ramesside monuments in general, and when
this damage might have occurred. It is very probable that such visible damage is the
result of its careless cutting while at the quarry and not a result of carelessness in the
dressing of the stone after the block was set into its final position within the wall. This
was followed by the examination of other features visible on the Ramesside sandstone
monuments today, such as recutting, usurpation, iconoclasm and natural deterioration,
hoping to gain a better understanding of why these monuments look the way they do in
the present.
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Chapter 4:
Comparison between raised and sunk relief of Ramesses II in the
Karnak Hypostyle Hall

In the following pages we will be examining the reliefs carved under Ramesses II
in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. This study will only include reliefs executed entirely
during the reign of Ramesses II and not the ones merely usurped from Seti I. The purpose
of the study is to identify possible defining characteristics of relief carved at the
beginning of the reign of Ramesses II by comparing raised relief, cut at the beginning of
his reign and converted to sunk relief, with later scenes that were conceived and carved as
sunk relief.
Three phases had been distinguished by K. C. Seele in the case of the early relief
decoration of Ramesses II, based on the correlation between the type of relief used and
the orthography of the king’s prenomen.1 An initial phase is represented by the use of
raised relief along with the short form of the prenomen Wsr-MAat-Ra,

. This

phase is followed by the use of sunk relief employing the same short prenomen untill
sometime around the second regnal year. The third phase corresponds to the period of the
adoption of the long prenomen, Wsr-MAat-Ra-stp.n-Ra

after the second

regnal year and used until the end of the reign. The conversion of the raised relief scenes
to sunk relief scenes appears to have occurred after the second regnal year, as indicated
1
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by the alteration of the cartouches that contained the raised relief form of the short
prenomen to the long prenomen in sunk relief.2
Ramesses II’s decoration covers the entire south wall and the southern halves of
the west and east walls of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. The earliest reliefs of Ramesses II
on the walls of the Hypostyle Hall can be found on the exterior, passageway and interior
of the south gateway,3 the western half of the south wall,4 and on the northern part of the
south half of the west wall.5 Traces indicate that these scenes had initially been carved as
raised relief and later converted to sunk. Traces of these alterations can be detected by a
close examination of the figures and hieroglyphs. One can observe faint incised outlines
running along the outer edges of the sunk relief figures. The remains of the edges of the
originally raised relief signs that have not been completely shaved back give the
impression of raised lips.6 These reliefs date to the first two years of his reign as is
indicated by the use of the short form of his prenomen, Wsr-MAat-Ra.7 It was employed in
the raised relief scenes and traces of this cartouche are detectable in the converted
scenes.8
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An example of the transition from raised to sunk relief in the first two years of
Ramesses’s reign can be seen on the southern half of the west wall (Fig. 30). Here the
south jamb of the Second Pylon and the scenes above and below the main larger scene of
this half of the west wall were originally carved in raised relief by Seti I and later usurped
and converted into sunk by Ramesses II.9 The rest of the ritual scenes adorning the wall
belong to Ramesses II. Raised relief was employed to carve the frieze of cartouches along
the top of the wall and the scenes to the north (viewer’s left) of scene nos. 10 and 17.
Scenes nos. 17 and 26 are unique in having been begun in raised relief and then finished
in sunk. Below these scenes, no. 38 is carved entirely in raised relief.10 The scenes to the
right of these had been carved originally as sunk relief and bear the early form of
Ramesses II’s prenomen. The fact that the final version of the cartouches in the converted
scenes shows the prenomen as being Wsr-MAat-Ra stp.n Ra seems to indicate that their
conversion occurred after year 2.11
In the case of the south wall, a similar situation to that of the west wall is
observable, although the distribution of converted and sunk relief scenes seems more
even (Fig. 31). Thus the scenes on the jambs and lintel of the gateway and those to the
west of the gateway were originally raised relief. These initially contained the short
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prenomen, just as in the case of the raised relief scenes on the northern part of the south
half of the west wall.12 After conversion they received the long prenomen.13
The south half of the east wall is separated into four sections by the niches still
preserved in the wall that facilitated access to the wooden flag-masts of the Third Pylon
built by Amenhotep III (Fig. 32). The southernmost section of the south half of the east
wall was decorated with scenes in sunk relief containing the short prenomen14 of
Ramesses II. The other three sections display the long form of the prenomen,15 an
indicator that these would have been executed sometime after the second regnal year.16
General comparison with Seti I’s decorative program
A number of compositional characteristics set the reliefs carved by Ramesses II in
the Hypostyle Hall apart from those of his predecessor Seti I. The almost complete
abandonment of the representation of the king bowing has already been noted by
previous scholarship.17 What is also different is the pose of the king: kneeling in the
scenes of the northern part of the Hall decorated by Seti, while those of Ramesses usually
show the king standing upright.18 The choice of depicting the king consistently in a
standing posture also had an effect on the amount of space available above the king’s
12

Ibid.

13

Ibid.
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Nelson, GHHK I.1, pls. 90-93, 96-100, 105-106;

15

Ibid., pls. 88-89, 94-95, 101-104, 107-109;
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Kitchen, Aspects of Ramesside Egypt, pp. 383-89, Idem, The Titularies of Ramesside Kings, pp. 13141; Peter J. Brand and William J. Murnane†, The Great Hypostyle Hall in The Temple of Amun at Karnak,
Volume I, Part 2: Commentary, forthcoming.
17

Brand, Monuments of Seti I, p. 17-18.
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There are instances of Ramesses II shown kneeling (e.g., Nelson, GHHK I.1, pls. 36, 52) and bowing
(e.g., Ibid., pls. 53 and 76).
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figure for the placement of texts. More specifically, the elaborate formulaic texts that
precede the royal cartouche and the ones following after these present in the scenes of
Seti I have now become very abbreviated and are even absent from the scenes of
Ramesses II.19
According to Benoit Lurson, another seemingly new feature of Ramesses II’s
reliefs is the employment of text to separate scenes from one another.20 However, there
are instances of the employment of text to separate scenes already in the case of the
reliefs carved by Seti I on the north half of the west wall, the north wall, and also on the
scenes belonging to him on the south half of the west wall.21 It needs to be noted that in
the case of these scenes of Seti I, especially the ones on the north and west walls, the
texts seem to be employed to separate groups of related scenes from others. For instance,
in the third register from the bottom of the west wall north half, scenes 148-15022 show
the purification of Seti I by Horus and Seth, his induction into the temple, and his
coronation by Amun. Scene 147,23 which precedes this group, shows the erection of the
sHnt shrine in the presence of Amun-Re Kamutef and is separated from the previously
mentioned group by a line of text. This is presumably because the ritual is unrelated to
the scenes showing the induction of the king into the presence of Amun-Re. While the
19

Peter J. Brand and William J. Murnane†, The Great Hypostyle Hall in The Temple of Amun at
Karnak, Volume I, Part 2: Commentary, forthcoming.
20

Benoit Lurson, “La conception du décor d’un temple au début du règne de Ramsès II: Analyse du
deuxième register de la moitié sud du mur ouest de la Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak,” JEA 91, 2005, p.
107.
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Nelson, GHHK I.1, north wall: pls. 177; 190; 192; 194; 197; west wall north half: pls. 137; 148; 153;
162; west wall south half: pls. 31-33.
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Ibid., pls. 148-150.

23
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use of texts to divide scenes or groups of scenes seems to occur sporadically in the reliefs
of Seti I, its use is more common in the reliefs of Ramesses II in the Hall. There are a
number of instances on the wall sections decorated by this later pharaoh where such text
dividers are absent.24 In the case of some of these it can be argued that text dividers were
not required since the scenes depicted are part of a longer sequence, such as the king
catching birds in the marshes and presenting them to Amun, or the scenes showing the
purification and induction of the king.25 However, in other cases the relationship between
the scenes not divided by text is not apparent. Interestingly, some of the scenes present on
the south half of the west wall, originally carved as raised relief by Ramesses and thus
among his earliest reliefs, seem to omit these text dividers consistently.26 In the case of
the sunk relief scenes on the south half of the east wall, carved sometime after the second
regnal year as indicated by the use of the long prenomen, the omission of these text
dividers seems to be motivated by lack of space due to the narrowing of the wall sections
as a result of the presence of the flag-mast niches.27
Comparison between converted raised relief and sunk relief of Ramesses II
A major change concerning temple decoration during the reign of Ramesses II
was the decision to employ sunk relief in the case of all temple decoration after the first

24

Ibid., west wall south half: pls. 8-9, 13-14-15, 22-23-24; south wall west half: pls. 43-44-45, 49-5051; south wall east half: pls. 62-63, 65-66, 72-72, 77-78-79; east wall south half: pls. 94-95, 107, 109.
25
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year or so of his reign.28 With this in mind, it seems worthwhile to investigate whether
this choice also had a bearing on the way the figures were rendered and the amount of
carved detail the reliefs received. Since the scope of the present study does not involve
the examination of each scene in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall in every minute detail, we
have elected to focus on the facial features of the king and the deities. Other elements
such as the costume of the king and the deities are uniformly consistent in their
representation. The broad collar was not carved, merely rendered in paint. The only
preserved indication that a broad collar was originally present is an incised line
surrounding the neckline of the figures. With regard to the kilt types adorning the figure
of the king, the only interior detail carved was the elaborate belt apron, whose diversity is
given by the varying presence of carved elements. Since it is consistently carved in all the
scenes wherein the king is shown wearing it, its analysis will not be the focus of the
present study.
The types of facial features, specifically the shapes of their noses, eyes, cosmetic
bands and mouths, of Ramesses II’s relief representations have been previously studied
by K. Myśliwiec in his work on royal portraits in raised relief of the New Kingdom.29
However, he attributed the raised relief of Ramesses II to the period of his hypothetical
coregency with Seti I, which has been recently disproven by P. Brand.30 All the later sunk
relief was ascribed to Ramesses II’s “sole reign” and credited to three different artistic
28

For exceptional cases where the long prenomen was carved in raised relief (a doorway in the
Ramesseum, the doorway to the Chapel of Khonsu in Seti’s Gurnah temple) see Murnane, The Earlier
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Tractate at Abydos, (Leiden, 2008), pp. 6-8.
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schools based in Memphis, Karnak and Tanis,31 but with no defined chronological
distribution. According to K. Myśliwiec’s description, the Memphis school preserves the
main features of the style developed during the reign of Seti I. He cautions, however, that
“la portée des influence de cette école est difficile à évaluer, car son style est proche de
celui des ateliers de Karnak”.32 The Karnak school represents the intermediary stage
between the Memphis and Tanis schools, and is exemplified by reliefs from Luxor or the
Ramesseum.33 The Tanis school, encountered all over Upper Egypt and Nubia, would fit
the description of the reliefs from the later part of the reign of Ramesses II (e.g. the
Gurnah Temple Solar Court or the Karnak Enclosure Wall).34
In the Hypostyle Hall, however, the differences in facial features of the raised
relief figures of the king and deities are more likely to be the result of the work of several
contemporary draftsmen and sculptors. Variations in the rendering of the faces should not
be surprising, especially since it is assumed that only the most skilled sculptors would
carve these and other important elements of the reliefs.35 When these scenes were
converted to sunk relief the inside of an originally raised figure would be left mostly
untouched.36 These figures stand out against the background surface because only their
outlines were incised (Fig. 33).37 In other cases the raised surfaces were partly or
31

Myśliwiec, Le portrait royal, pp.112-15.

32

Ibid. p. 114.
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Ibid. pp. 114-15.
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Ibid. pp. 112-13.
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Abydos,” JEA 75, 1989, pp. 25-26.
36
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completely shaved back (Fig. 34).38 However the king’s eye, ear and other interior details
in raised relief would be maintained in the sunk relief version because interior elements
of sunk relief decoration were shown in raised relief.39 This feature is encountered in the
case of a representation of the Theban Triad seated in a shrine in a scene found on the
south face of the west wall (Fig. 35), where although the entire scene was converted from
raised to sunk relief, the deities were left untouched, and thus best illustrate the
appearance of the original raised relief from the reign of Ramesses II.40
On closer examinations of the king’s facial features one can detect variations in
the rendering of the eyes and nose (see App.1). There are nine cases in which the eye is
represented larger that usual and often lacking the cosmetic eye line or even the eyebrow,
which is sometimes rendered as an elevated ridge over the eye (see App. 1: pl. 34 for a
classical rendering of the eye, and pls. 26, 36, 37, 42, 43, 47, 52, 53, 57 for enlarged
eyes). The rendering of the nose displays three variations: a “straight, sharp and narrow”
type, defined by the rendering of the ridge of the nose as a continuation of the line of the
forehead with only a slight indentation marking the bridge of the nose, the tip of the nose
displaying a sharp angle (see App. 1 pl. 52 for an illustrative example of this type and
also pls. 22, 24, 25, 34, 38, 43, 53b). Another is an aquiline nose type (App. 1 pls. 42b,
47, 48, 50, 53c, 61). The third is the “round nose” type, the ridge of the nose is rendered
as a continuation of the line of the forehead with only a slight indentation marking the
bridge of the nose, however the tip of the nose is rounder (App.1 pls. 23, 26, 35, 36, 37,
38

Ibid., pl. 34

39

Charles F. Nims, Thebes of the Pharaohs. Pattern for Every City (London, 1965), p. 13.
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42a, 44, 49, 51, 53a, 57). There does not seem to be any direct correlation between the
nose and eye types. However one must bear in mind that when these reliefs underwent
the process of conversion into sunk relief the figures became narrower,41 which must,
subsequently, have had an effect on the shape of the nose whose outline was modified
during recarving. Another distinctive feature is the presence of “rings of Venus” or
creases on the neck of the king on some of his representations (App. 1 pls. 24, 25, 44, 50,
53a, 53c).
A similar situation is encountered in the case of the deities with respect to facial
features. The large eye without the cosmetic eye line and sometimes lacking the eyebrow
is found only in the case of some of the goddesses (App. 1 pls.: 56 [Amunet], 17 [RattAwy], 58 [Mut], 24 [Isis]). The only variation consistent with those found in the case of
the king’s representations is the presence of the three different nose types: 1) the straight
sharp nose (App. 1 pls.: 43 [Amun, Mut, Khonsu], 46 [Khonsu], 17 [Rat-tAwy], 23, 47, 56
[Amunet]); 2) the aquiline nose (App. 1 pls. 54 [Amun, Khonsu], 46, 47, 49, 54 [Amun];
50 [Atum], 58 [Mut]); and, 3) the round nose (App. 1 pls.: 24, 26, 34, 36, 56, 58 [Amun];
36 [Khonsu]; 36, 46 [Mut]; 49 [Sheshat], 24 [Isis]). The deities do not display the folds
on the neck encountered in the case of the king.
When examining representations of the king and the deities in the case of sunk
relief scenes similar variations are observable. As far as the king’s figure is concerned,
the large eye type is found in the case of some of the representations, with or without the
cosmetic eye line (App. 2 pls. 39, 72, 76, 94, 104). However a new feature encountered in
only one scene is the rendering of the eye smaller than usual and lacking the carved
41
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eyebrow and the cosmetic eye line (App. 2 pl. 106a). The same three types of noses are
observable, the straight sharp nose (App. 2 pls. 19, 28, 72a, 76a-b, 77, 78, 79, 90, 91,
93,105, 106a, 107b), aquiline nose (App. 2 pls. 21, 27, 29, 30, 40, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72b, 73,
74, 75, 96, 107a), and the round nose type (App. 2 pls. 39, 94, 97, 99, 100, 106b).
In the case of the deities there are some instances of the presence of the larger eye
(App. 2 pls. 19, 71, 73, 106 [Neith]), while the small eye is only found in the case of a
representation of Hathor (App. 2 pls. 106) in the same scene where the previous example
of the case of the king was mentioned. The same three types of noses are present:
aquiline nose (App. 2 pls.: 19, 30, 71, 73, 77, 97, 107 [Amun]; 79 [Khonsu], 18 [Isis], 74
[Nekhbet, Wadjet]); the straight sharp nose (App. 2 pls.: 29, 40, 75, 90, 106 [Amun]; 29
[Mut]) and the round nose type (App. 2 pls.: 20, 21, 68, 79 [Amun]; 27, 100 [Khonsu]; 39
[Mut]; 70, 106 [Neith] and 106 [Hathor]). As previously stated, there does not seem to be
a clear correlation between eye and nose types. The only interesting correlation
noticeable in the case of raised and sunk relief as far as the representation of the king is
concerned is the predominance of instances where the king is wearing a khepresh (blue
crown) and is represented with the larger eye type that lacks the cosmetic eye line (App.
1 pls. 36, 38, 52, 53c; App. 2 pls. 39, 72, 76, 78, 94). There are only two exceptions
where the cosmetic eye line is present (App. 1 pl. 49, App. 2 pl. 79).
Conclusions
When examined side by side, the details present in the scenes that were originally
planned in raised relief do not differ greatly from those conceived and carved in sunk
relief that also present the short form of the prenomen. It is when these are compared
with the sunk relief scenes created after Ramesses II’s second regnal year on the south
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half of the east wall and bearing the long prenomen that one notices differences. These
scenes display a much greater attention to detail. More precisely, elements that previously
would have been only rendered in paint are now carved. We can notice this in the
rendering of the wig of the goddess Waset (App. 2 pl. 104 compared to pls. 18 [Isis], 29
[Mut], and App. 1 pls. 17 [Rat-tAwy], 49 [Sheshat]) or that of the goddess Mut (App. 2 pl.
107 compared to pls. 29, 39, and App. 1 pls. 36, 43, 46, 58). The same is true in the case
of the figure of the king. In one of the better preserved scenes on the east wall carved
after year 2, the king is shown wearing a round wig (App. 2 pls. 107b), the strands of
which are carved in detail, and adorned with a diadem around which the body of the
uraeus serpent coils. These are details that are not encountered in the case of previous
such representations carved in the Hall (cf. App. 1 pls. 34, 44, 47, 57b, and App. 2 pls.
69, 96, 99, 105). There is only one exception, but even there the level of detail is not as
great (App. 2 pl. 76). This style coincides with the use of the long prenomen after regnal
year 2 and is very similar to that encountered in the Ramesside forecourt of Luxor
Temple, which according to the dedicatory inscription was finished in the third year of
Ramesses II’s reign.42 Thus the scenes containing the long prenomen on the south half of
the east wall can now be shown to be stylistic contemporaries to the relief at Luxor.
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Donald B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of the Ramesside Court at
Luxor,” JEA 57, 1971, p. 111; Mahmud Abd el-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses II
in Luxor Temple: the Texts,” JEA 60, 1974, pl. 1; Idem., “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of
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Chapter 5:
The Ramesside Forecourt of Luxor Temple

While in the process of completing the decoration of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall
built by his father Seti I, Ramesses II began the construction of his own earliest dated
monument built on the east bank of Thebes: the forecourt of Luxor Temple (Fig. 3).
According to the dedicatory inscription found on the south face of the east pylon, the
building of the court was completed in “regnal year 3, the 4th month of Akhet, day one.1
The dedicatory and building texts of the court mention the use of granite and
sandstone2, its furnishing with cedar doors banded with copper3, the erection of two
obelisks in front of the court4 and the fact that it enclosed statues of the king (standing,
seated and Osiride) made of quartzite, pink and black granite. The court also contained “a
shrine of granite, the doors being of electrum – a resting place for the Lord of the Gods in
his festival of Opet”.5 Five of the eleven standing statues still visible in the court today

1

Charles Kuentz, La face sud du massif est du pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, (Cairo: CEDAE, 1971),
pl. XXV; Donald B. Redford, “The Earliest Years of Ramesses II, and the Building of the Ramesside Court
at Luxor,” JEA 57, 1971, p. 114; Mahmud Abd El-Razik, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses
II in Luxor Temple: the Texts,” JEA 60, 1974, § 1; Idem, “The Dedicatory and Building Texts of Ramesses
II in Luxor Temple: Interpretation,” JEA 61, 1975, pp. 125-26.
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El-Razik, Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor I, § 2; Idem, Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor II,
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El-Razik, Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor I, § 8; Idem, Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor II,
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were originally made for Amenhotep III.6 It has also been argued that the granite seated
statues, both within the court and in front of its pylon, and the obelisks before the pylon
had been commissioned originally by Seti I although inscribed for Ramesses II.7
The Triple Barque Shrine next to the south face of the west Pylon was built while
the construction of the pylon was being carried out, which is indicated by the fact that
some of the blocks of the rear wall of the chapel are built into the pylon.8 This is further
upheld by the decoration on the pylon itself, whose second register of scenes runs along
the top of the shrine and whose third register is only comprised of two scenes with no
indication of further scenes covered by the rear wall of the shrine.9 The granite
architraves and papyrus columns forming the portico of the shrine belonged to a former
dismantled monument of Hatshepsut whose texts had been erased by Thutmosis III.10
Some time after regnal year 2111 another register of scenes was added on top of the
already existing ones in the three chapels, along with the elevation of the walls, which
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Analysis (Cleveland, 1990), pp. 9-15.
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lead to the suppression of the decorative frieze at the top of the wall and its being covered
by scenes showing the king kneeling and worshiping enthroned deities.12
Decorative program of the Luxor Forecourt
The decorative program of the forecourt differs in a number of aspects from that
of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall. Texts are now constantly used to divide the scenes of each
register. In the case of the top register these texts all begin with the nominal emphatic
wnn (wnn nsw “the king shall continually exist” formula) introducing royal titles and
followed by the cartouche of the king, alternating between the nomen and prenomen.13
All these scenes of the top register show the king offering to various enthroned deities in
a shrine,14 a design reminiscent of similar scenes in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall found at
the top of the east half of the south wall, where the king is shown kneeling and
worshiping various enthroned deities.15 The top register of the western half of the eastern
part of the south wall differs from the general design of the court in having a scene of the
king before the ished tree receiving jubilees from Amun16 (Fig. 36).
The second register of scenes on the walls of the court is given greater
prominence, since this register is substantially taller that the one above it and the one
below,17 a feature unlike the one observable in the case of the southern half of the Karnak
12
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Hypostyle Hall, where the registers are approximately of equal height, except for the
lower one which is slightly taller.18 The scenes at Luxor are divided by columns of text
either integral to the scene – such as the speech of Queen Nefertari addressed to AmunRe Kamutef in two of the main scenes on the south face of the eastern Pylon – or
formulaic texts that start with the nominal emphatic wnn (wnn nsw formula) as in the case
of the top register.19
The subject matter of the bottom or third register, however, is innovative in every
respect. Here we find processions of princes, princesses and offering bearers or
personifications of towns20 arranged in single file heading toward the representations of
the temple and the interior of the temple at the same time.21 Such depictions can be found
in the bottom register of each of the walls, except for the east half of the south wall,
where no such scenes had been carved, thus creating an opportunity for the high priest
Pinedjem I to add to the decoration of the wall.22 Another interesting feature is found on
the south half of the east wall, in a scene showing the king censing before Amun-Re
Kamutef, where the space between the two figures is separated by a list of cult places of
Amun (Fig. 37).23 An affinity for lists is also encountered in the Triple Shrine, where we
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find them in scenes on the side walls that show the king making offerings to Amun, Mut
and Khonsu, in each case accompanied by lists of various other deities.24
An innovative feature of the Luxor Forecourt is the use of “cryptographic text”
(text that employs rare or unusual signs compared to conventional hieroglyphs)25 to
inscribe the dedicatory text on the main architraves of the east half of the court26.
Interestingly the nomen of Ramesses II in this inscription is spelled Ra-ms-sw (Fig. 38),
not Ra-ms-s as would be expected in the case of a monument decorated after Year 2 based
on the date indicated by the presence of the long prenomen.27 This variant of the nomen
is also found on the abacus blocks of some of the columns in the north-east corner of the
court (Fig. 39) and even within a text accompanying the before-mentioned scene of the
king censing before a list of cult places of Amun on the south half of the east wall (Figs.
37, 40).28 It is also present on the architraves of the Triple Barque Shrine (Fig. 41) and in
some of the dedicatory inscriptions.29 This variant of the nomen is also employed in some
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of the spellings of the name of the court itself: Hwt nTr Ra-ms-sw mry Imn Xnmt nHH m pr
Imn, “the temple of Ramesses beloved of Amun united with eternity in the house of
Amun.”30 Since it occurs in texts that are integral to the rest of the decoration, it seems
likely that this spelling of the nomen coexisted with the long prenomen until the 3rd
regnal year at least and not necessarily only before Year 2 and after Year 21.31 However,
it occurs predominantly in horizontal text, which might indicate a motivation of its use
due, in part, to aesthetic considerations.32 When written horizontally, in the case of the
nomen cartouche spelled with the sw plant

, the

the impression of a closed group similar to the

sign, an effect difficult to achieve with

group in the nomen spelled Ra-ms-s

the

combination gives

, while in the case of another

spelling of the nomen ending with s

the

group seems too crowded.

The prenomen also varies in writing, the usual form being the one that employs
the squatting MAat figure

, with the enthroned MAat

variant being used in scenes

close to main access routes, such as gateways, or scenes of greater prominence.33 This
variant of the long prenomen can also be found on some of the converted scenes on the

Vincent Rondot, La Grande Salle Hypostyle de Karnak. Les Architraves (Paris, 1997), No. 7 (pl. 7), NE
42, and text seemingly carved after Year 2: Ibid. No. 10 (pl. 5), No. 53 Sud (pl. 42), No. 69 (pl. 36).
30

Kuentz, Pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, pl. XXI; El-Razik, Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor I,
§§ 3, 5B1S, 14A-B.
31

Kitchen, Aspects of Ramesside Egypt, pp. 384-85.

32

Peter J. Brand, personal communication June 10th 2010.

33

Kuentz, Pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, pls. V-VII, XVII-XX.
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south gateway of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall34. Another interesting variant occurs in a
horizontal cartouche within the dedicatory inscription on the eastern Pylon, that has Wsr35

MAat-Ra written with three squatting deities

and which can also be

found on the east wall of the Amun chapel in the Triple Barque Shrine (Fig. 42), thus a
further indicator that the two structures were decorated and probably built during the
same time period. Other interesting variant writings of the prenomen occur on abacus
blocks, which seem to indicate that there is still experimentation going on concerning the
writing of the prenomen after Year 2 probably motivated by aesthetic considerations in
achieving greater symmetry in the case of horizontal cartouches (Fig. 42, 43).36
General characteristics
When examining the reliefs in the Forecourt the viewer is struck by the intricacy
with which some of the reliefs were carved. Such care in carving is encountered
especially in the case of the main second register of scenes on the walls of the court. For
instance, in a scene showing the king in the company of Khonsu censing before Amun on
the east half of the south wall (Fig. 36), the pleating of the king’s costume is carved with
great detail. The pleats which would normally be rendered in paint are carved in fine
raised relief (Fig. 44). The same attention to detail is noticeable in the rendering of the
queen’s headdress and wig, as in the case of the scenes found on the south face of the east
34

Nelson, GHHK I.1, pls. 57, 59, 61; Peter J. Brand and William J. Murnane†, The Great Hypostyle
Hall in The Temple of Amun at Karnak, Volume I, Part 2: Commentary, forthcoming.
35

Kuentz, Pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, pl. XXIII; El-Razik, Dedicatory and Building Texts Luxor I,

§1.
36

However, Anthony Spalinger considers the spelling with the “personified Woser” in the dedicatory
inscription, in the view of the evolution of the writing of the prenomen, as being “aberrant and does not
belong to the main thread of development,” cf. Anthony Spalinger, “Early writings of Ramesses II’s
name,” CdÉ LXXXIII, 2008, pp. 79-80.
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Pylon37 (Fig. 45, Appendix 3 Queen:1, 2). These characteristics are similar to those of the
scenes on the south half of the east wall in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall carved in sunk
relief by Ramesses II after Year 238 and thus might be a further indicator that these and
the reliefs at the Luxor Forecourt were carved in the same period (Fig. 46).
Sadly, the available data does not permit a thorough study of the facial features of
the representations of the king and deities in the Luxor Forecourt, as we have done in the
case of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall reliefs. This is partly due to the lack of published
material39 and to the state of the preservation of the reliefs, since these anthropomorphic
representations have suffered at the hands of iconoclasts.40 When examining the extant
examples of the facial features of the king and deities, the same characteristics as the ones
found in the case of sunk reliefs scenes in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall are noticeable. The
following representations of the king show him with a larger eye than usual (App. 3:
King: 3, 4, 6, 8, 10; Queen: 1, 2; Triple Shrine: 3, 11) and some of these lack the
indication of a cosmetic eye line ( App. 3: King: 6, 8, 10; Queen:1; Triple Shrine: 3, 11).
The same three nose types as the ones found in the Hypostyle Hall are also present on the
Luxour court and the Triple Shrine: the straight, sharp nose (App. 3: King: 3, 4, 7; Queen:
2; Deities: 8, 9; Triple Shrine: 1, 2, 4-8, 10, 12), aquiline (App. 3: Deities: 1-7, 10) and
round nose (App. 3: King: 1, 2, 6, 9, 11; Triple Shrine: 3, 9). Another feature that the

37

Kuentz, Pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, pls. XVII, XIX.

38

Nelson, GHHK I.1, pls. 104, 107.

39

The publication of the south face of the east pylon by Charles Kuentz , La face sud du massif est du
pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, (Cairo: CEDAE, 1971), is indeed very informative, however it only
comprises a handful of the scenes found in the court and the Triple Barque Shrine, and thus one cannot
extrapolate conclusions regarding iconographic characteristics based on only the available published data.
40

Observation made in the field, 10-15th June 2010.
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representations of the king in the Luxor court share with the ones in the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall is the occasional representation of creases on the neck (App. 3: King: 1,
9, 10; Triple Shrine: 2, 11), a feature also encountered in the case of Nefertari (App. 3:
Queen: 1, 2).
In the case of the Triple Barque shrine the same attention to detail is found as in
the case of the wall reliefs of the court. This is especially present in the case of the
representations of the processional barques on the walls of the shrines41 and in the case of
the false door at the rear wall of the Amun chapel.42 The interior details of the naoi of the
processional barques (Fig.47) and details of the false door (Fig. 48) are rendered in raised
relief with greater care for detail, in a manner similar to the raised relief elements found
in the representations of the processional barques in the south wall of the Hypostyle Hall
(details that have not been converted to sunk relief along with the rest of the scenes of
Ramesses II).43
Conclusion
The innovative decorative program and the design of the ritual scenes set the
Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor apart from the reliefs of Ramesses II in the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall. However, the iconographic features and carving style of these scenes are
very similar to those of the scenes on the south half of the east wall of the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall, completed after Ramesses II’s second regnal year as indicated by the
41

PM II2, 309 (33) II 1, 310 (39), (44). For a discussion of the sacred barques represented in the Triple
Barque Shrine see Christina Karlshausen, L’Iconographie de la barque processionnelle divine en Égypte
au Nouvel Empire (Paris, 2009), pp. 81, 91, 96; pls. 22a, 31b.
42

PM II2, 310 (43); William J. Murnane, “False-doors and Cult Practices inside Luxor Temple” in
Mélanges Gamal Eddin Mokhtar, ed. Paul Posener-Kriéger, vol. II, IFAO (Le Caire, 1985), pp. 135-48.
43

Nelson, GHHK I.1, pls. 53, 76.; Peter J. Brand and William J. Murnane†, The Great Hypostyle Hall
in The Temple of Amun at Karnak, Volume I, Part 2: Commentary, forthcoming.
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writing of the prenomen. Thus a contemporary date for the creation of the two sets of
relief is not only indicated by the presence of the cartouche variants used, but also by the
stylistic features shared by both reliefs, represented, above all, by the greater care and
attention paid to carved interior detail.
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Chapter 6:
Conclusion

We have examined the features of relief decoration of Ramesses II in the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall and the Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor Temple with the aim of identifying
the changes the decorative program of temple relief decoration underwent at the
beginning of Ramesses II’s reign. The study began with a description of the
chronological timeframe in which these two structures were built and decorated as well
as a discussion of the phases of the decorative process.
An examination of the features of sandstone followed in order to determine how
this medium affects relief decoration. The features of the raised relief scenes of Ramesses
II in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall were described and compared with sunk relief scenes in
the same monument. These were then compared with the sunk relief scenes in the
Ramesside Forecourt at Luxor, which led to the identification of a phase in sunk relief
decoration in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall which closely parallels that found at Luxor, as
indicated by the orthography of the prenomen and the carving style of the two sets of
reliefs characterized by the greater attention given to the carving of interior detail.
Through our study we identified a number of characteristics that can define
temple relief decoration in the first three years of Ramesses II’s reign and how these
features evolved during this period: 1) the gradual abandonment of the representation of
the king either kneeling of bowing in favor of his erect portrayal; 2) the employment of
text to separate scenes, at the beginning used to set apart groups of scenes and later used
consistently to frame each individual scene; 3) a noticeably greater care in the carving of
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interior detail in sunk relief scenes after the second regnal year (i.e. reliefs on the south
half of the east wall at the Karnak Hypostyle Hall, reliefs from the Ramesside Forecourt);
4) prominence given to a specific register (i.e., the bottom register of the south half of the
east wall in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall and the middle register on the walls of the
Ramesside Forecourt are both substantially taller than the other registers); 5) the
representation of processions of princes, princesses and offering bearers in the bottom
register in the case of the Luxor Forecourt; 6) the use of “cryptographic texts” in the
Luxor Forecourt; 7) the use of the Ra-ms-sw nomen variant in horizontal cartouches after
Year 2 but before Year 21; and 8) the employment of the enthroned Maat figure in the
prenomen cartouches in scenes close to gateways and in prominent registers (i.e. the
second register in the Ramesside Forecourt).
We have not only seen how these temple reliefs underwent different phases at
Karnak, but also how the reliefs at Luxor are a continuation of the experimentation begun
at Karnak. The fact that these two monuments are known to have been decorated in such
a narrow timeframe further supports our conclusions. Hopefully a future study of the
relief decoration of all the monuments of Ramesses II will one day shed light on how the
design of temple decoration evolved throughout his reign and possibly aid in the dating of
undated monuments.
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Fig. 1: General plan of Karnak Temple. (After Bertha Porter and Rosalind Moss,
Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Reliefs and
Paintings. II. Theban Temples (Oxford 1972), pl. VI)
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Fig. 2: Extent of relief decoration in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall under Seti I
(blue) and Ramesses II (red).(after Peter J. Brand, The Monuments of Seti I and
Their Historical Significance: Epigraphic, Art Historical and Historical Analysis,
Ph.D. dissertation (Toronto, 1998), plan 1, p. 450.)
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Fig. 3: General plan of Luxor Temple, with detail of the Court of
Ramesses II and the Triple Barque Shrine. (After PM II2, pls. XVIIIXXX)
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Fig. 4: On the left a detail from
one of the columns in the
Karnak Hypostyle Hall with
the stratification of the
sandstone visible, and on the
right a detail of a relief from the
Temple of Amun of the Hearing
Ear at Karnak built by Ramesses
II, where a block was set with
the stratifications vertically and
thus displaying considerable
decay compared to the
surrounding blocks
(Photos courtesy of Dr. P.
Brand).
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Fig. 5: Map of ancient quarry areas between Zarnikh and Gebel el-Silsila.
(Rosemarie Klemm and Diethrich D. Klemm, Stones and Quarries in
Ancient Egypt (London, 2008), p. 170, fig. 255)
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Fig. 6: Parallel chisel
marks from the Ramesside
period.
(Klemm and Klemm, Stones
and Quarries in Ancient
Egypt, p.198, Fig. 304)

Fig. 7: On the left examples of chisels dated to the 19th Dynasty (Jean-C.
Goyon et al, La construction pharaonique du Moyen Empire à l’Époque GrécoRomaine. Contexte et princeipes technologiques (Paris, 2004), p.380, fig. 491);
on the right an example of a flat chisel (top) and a crosscut chisel (bottom)
(Denis.A. Stocks, Experiments in Egyptian Archaeology. Stoneworking
Technology in Ancient Egypt (London, 2003), p 27, fig. 2.3)
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Fig. 8: Above, detail of a relief
of Ramesses II on the Karnak
Enclosure Wall built by
Thutmosis III. Left: detail of a
relief decorating one of the
columns in the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall with residual
chisel marks.
(Photos courtesy of Dr. Peter J.
Brand)
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Fig. 9: Artist’s reconstruction of the structure of the ramp still in situ at the east
face of the 1st Pylon. (J-C. Goyon, J-C. Golvin, C. Simon-Boidot, G. Martinet, La
construction pharaonique du Moyen Empire à l’Époque Gréco-Romaine. Contexte
et princeipes technologiques, Paris, 2004, p.215, fig. 234-235)

Fig. 10: North gate of the
Karnak Hypostyle Hall with the
blocks forming the core of the
wall visible. (Photo courtesy of
Dr. Peter J. Brand).
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Fig. 11: Detail of one of the columns from the Karnak Hypostyle Hall
displaying traces of flat chisel marks, with the marks highlighted in blue on the
right. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)

Fig. 12: Detail of one of the columns in the Karnak Hypostyle
Hall with deep quarry damage still partially filled in with plaster
(Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)
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Fig. 13: Detail from the south-east gate of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall
with deep quarry damage at the edge of the block. (Photo courtesy of Dr.
Peter J. Brand)

Fig. 14: Scene from the east wall, south half, second register, of the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall with severe quarry damage in the middle of the clock on which
the body of Amun-Re was carved (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)
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Fig. 15: Detail from a scene decorating on of the columns in the Karnak Hypostyle
Hall with two sets of chisel marks visible in the damaged area, the first highlighted in
red, the second set intersecting the first highlighted in blue (Photo courtesy of Dr.
Peter J. Brand)

Fig. 16: Detail from a relief of Seti I on the east wall, north half, third
register were a patch stone was used. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)
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Fig. 17: Detail of a scene
carved during the reign of
Ramesses II in the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall, west wall, south
half, with a patch stone inserted
were the face of the king would
had been carved. (Photo
courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)

Fig. 18: General view of the
west half of the north wall with
the fenstrations carved for the
insertion of veneer slabs visible.
(Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J.
Brand)
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Fig. 19: Relief of Seti I
from the east jamb of the central
doorway of the north wall
showing traces of
recutting.(Photo courtesy of Dr.
Peter J. Brand)

Fig. 20: Relief of Seti I from
the east wall, north half, third
register of the Karnak Hypostyle
Hall. The former Hs vase has
been modified to an anx shaped
vessel, half of which was built
up in plaster, keying was not
used. (Photo courtesy of Dr.
Peter J. Brand)
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Fig. 21: East wall, north
half, fourth register, Karnak
Hypostyle Hall, detail of a
scene of Seti I, the headdress
was modified to look like a
khat, with keying for plaster
visible behind the king’s head.
(Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J.
Brand)

Fig. 22: Detail from one of the columns in the north wing of the Karnak Hypostyle
Hall, originally decorated in raised relief by Seti I and later usurped by Ramesses II who
converted it into sunk relief and also altered some of the detail. Some of the traces of the
original decoration have been highlighted in blue. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)
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Fig. 23: Cartouche on the base of one of the larger columns of the central aisle of
the Hypostyle Hall, with two versions of the prenomen of Ramesses IV later usurped
by Ramesses VI. Traces of the plaster used to surpress the original version still
survive. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)

Fig. 24: Detail from a scene from the south gate of the Hypostyle Hall
with traces of the original raised relief hieroglyphs still surviving (Photo
courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)
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Fig. 25: Detail from a barque scene decorating west side of the north
wall, with some of the details in paint still surviving. (Photo courtesy of
Dr. Peter J. Brand)

Fig. 26: Scene of Ramesses II from the south wall, east half, with much
of the original paint still preserved. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf.
Harold H. Nelson, W.J. Murnane, The Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak.
Volume I, Part 1. The Wall Reliefs, OIP 106 (Chicago, 1981), pl. 75)
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Fig. 27: Different traces of iconoclasm visible on some of the columns in the
Hypostyle Hall. (Photos courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)

Fig. 28: Gauging for the purposes of fertility magic, detail of a scene from
the west wall, north half. (R. A. Schwaller. de Lubicz, The temples of Karnak
[Rochester, 1999], p. 73)
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Fig. 29: Example of exfoliation due to salt damage in the Hypostyle Hall
(Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand)
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Fig. 30: Plan of the west wall south half of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall showing
the dividing line between sunk and raised relief of Ramesses II. Scenes in blue were
originally carved by Seti I and later usurped by Ramesses II. Scenes marked with red
are scenes of Ramesses II carved in raised relief and later converted to sunk. Scenes
marked in green are sunk reliefs of Ramesses II. (After Harold H. Nelson, GHHK I.1,
pl. 258)

Fig. 31: Plan of the south wall of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall showing the
dividing line between sunk and raised relief of Ramesses II. Scenes marked in red
have originally been carved as raised relief and displayed the short prenomen, but
have later been converted to sunk relief, while the scenes marked in green are sunk
relief also displaying the short prenomen. (After Harold H. Nelson, GHHK I.1, pl.
259)
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Fig. 32: Plan of the south half of the east wall of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall
showing the dividing line between two phases in sunk relief decoration of
Ramesses II. Scenes marked in green show the short prenomen while the scenes
marked in yellow display the long prenomen. (After Harold H. Nelson, GHHK
I.1, pl. 260)

Fig. 33: Original raised relief scene of Seti I on the south half of the west
wall later converted to sunk relief but maintaining the raised relief interior
details of the figure. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf. Harold H.
Nelson, GHHK I 1, pl. 33.)
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Fig. 34: Originally raised relief scene of Ramesses II on the south half of the
west wall later converted to sunk relief, with the raised relief inner detail of the
arm over the chest partly shaved back. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf.
Harold H. Nelson, GHHK I 1, pl. 34)

Fig. 35: Detail of a scene of Ramesses II on the south half of the west wall
with the figures of Amun-Re, Mut and Khonsu left in raised relief after the
conversion of the scene to sunk. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf.
Harold H. Nelson, GHHK I 1, pl. 36)
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Fig. 36: Detail of
relief decoration on the
western part of the south
wall east half (Photo
courtesy of Dr. Peter J.
Brand, cf. PM II2 307 (27)

Fig. 37 : Detail of scene from the south half of the east wall showing a list of
cult places of Amun-Re. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf. PM II2, 307 (26))
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Fig. 38: Detail of “cryptographic” dedicatory inscription on
main east architrave (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand).

Fig. 39: Detail of a cartouche containing the nomen of Ramesses
II spelled with the sw plant, from one of the abacus blocs in the northeast corner of the court, recently exposed by restoration work carried
out in the Abu El-Hagag Mosque (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J.
Brand).
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Fig. 40: Detail of text from scene on south half of east wall
(Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf. PM II2, 307 (26))

Fig. 41: Details of the architraves and an
abacus bloc of the Triple Barque Shrine that show
the Ra-ms-sw spelling of Ramesses II’s prenomen
(Photos courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand).
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Fig. 42: Detail of text on the east wall of the Amun chapel of the Triple Shrine
(left) showing an unusual spelling of the prenomen of Ramesses II and its
counterpart on the south face of the East Pylon (right). (Photos courtesy of Dr.
Peter J. Brand, see also Charles Kuentz, La face sud du massif est du pylone de
Rameses II a Louxor, CEDAE (Le Caire, 1971), pl. XXIII).

Fig. 43: Prenomen variants found on the abacus blocs in the Luxor Forecourt,
in both cases written with a squatting Re figure (Photos courtesy of Dr. Peter J.
Brand).
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Fig. 44: Detail of relief
decoration on the western part
of the south wall east half (PM
II2 307 (27) showing the
intricate carving of the pleats on
the king’s costume (Photos
courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand).
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Fig. 45: Detail of scene from the second register of the south face of the
east Pylon (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf. Charles Kuentz, La face
sud du massif est du pylone de Rameses II a Louxor, CEDAE,(Le Caire,
1971), pl. XVII).
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Fig. 46: Detail of scene from the south half of the east wall in the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall. (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf. Harold H. Nelson,
GHHK I 1, pl. 107
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Fig. 47: Detail of interior decoration of the naos of the processional
barques in the Amun chapel of the Triple Barque shrine at Luxor (PM II2
310 (39)) and a representation of the south wall west half of the Karnak
Hypostyle Hall, (Photos courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf. Harold H.
Nelson, GHHK I 1, pl. 53).

Fig. 48: Detail of false door on the north wall of the Amun chapel
in Triple Barque Shrine (Photo courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, cf. PM
II2 310 (43)).
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Appendix 1: Raised relief portraits in the Karnak Hypsotyle Hall
Note: All photos are courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, the number under each image
corresponds to plate numbers found in Harold H. Nelson, GHHK I.1.
King:

Pl. 22

Pl. 23

Pl. 25

Pl. 24

Pl. 26

Pl. 34
96

Pl. 36

Pl. 35

Pl. 37

Pl. 38

Pl. 42a

Pl. 42b
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Pl. 44
Pl. 43

Pl. 47

Pl. 48a

Pl. 48b
Pl. 49

98

Pl. 51a

Pl. 50

Pl. 52

Pl. 51b

Pl. 53a

Pl. 53b
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Pl. 57a
Pl. 53c

Pl. 57b

Pl. 61

100

Deities:

Amun-Re Kamutef, pl. 24

Amun-Re, pl. 26

Amun-Re Kamutef, pl. 34

Amun-Re, pl. 36

Amun-Re, pl. 46

Amun-Re, pl. 43
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Amun-Re Kamutef, pl. 47

Amun-Re, pl. 49

Amun-Re, pl. 54

Amun-Re Kamutef, pl. 56

Amun-Re, pl. 58
Khonsu, pl. 36

102

Khonsu, pl. 43

Khonsu, pl. 46

Khonsu, pl. 54

Atum, pl. 50

Amunet, pl. 23

Amunet, pl. 47

103

Amunet, pl. 56

Mut, pl. 36

Mut, pl. 46

Mut, pl. 43

Rat-tAwy, pl. 17
Sheshat, pl. 49

104

Mut, pl. 58

Isis, pl. 24
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Appendix 2: Sunk relief portraits in the Karnak Hypostyle Hall
Note: All photos are courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, the number under each image
corresponds to plate numbers found in Harold H. Nelson, GHHK I.1.
King:

Pl. 19

Pl. 21

Pl. 28

Pl. 27

Pl. 29

Pl. 30
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Pl. 39

Pl. 40

Pl. 68

Pl. 69

Pl. 70

Pl. 71

107

Pl. 72a

Pl. 72b

Pl. 73
Pl. 74

Pl. 75

Pl. 76a

108

Pl. 76b

Pl. 77

Pl. 78

Pl. 79

Pl. 90

Pl. 91

109

Pl. 93

Pl. 94

Pl. 96

Pl. 97

Pl. 99

Pl. 100

110

Pl. 104

Pl. 105

Pl. 106a

Pl. 106b

Pl. 107a

Pl. 107b

111

Deities:

Amun-Re, pl. 19

Amun-Re Kamutef , pl. 20

Amun-Re Kamutef , pl. 21

Amun-Re Kamutef , pl. 30

Amun-Re, pl. 29

Amun-Re Kamutef , pl. 40

112

Amun-Re Kamutef , pl. 68

Amun-Re Kamutef , pl. 71

Amun-Re Kamutef , pl. 75
Amun-Re, pl. 73

Amun-Re, pl. 77

Amun-Re, pl. 79

113

Amun-Re Kamutef , pl. 90

Amun-Re, pl. 97

Amun-Re, pl. 106

Amun-Re Kamutef , pl. 107

Amun-Re and Mut , pl. 107

114

Khonsu, pl. 79

Ptah, pl. 27

Khonsu, pl. 100

Mut, pl. 29

Isis, pl. 18

Mut, pl. 39
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Neith, pl. 70

Nekhbet, pl. 74

Wadjet, pl. 74

Hathor, pl. 106

Neith/Amunet (?),
pl. 106

Waset, pl. 104
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Appendix 3: Sunk relief portraits in the Ramesside Forecourt and Triple Shrine
Note: All photos are courtesy of Dr. Peter J. Brand, the number under each image is
accompanied by the numbers given to the scenes found in PM II2 or plate numbers found
in Charles Kuentz, La face sud du massif est du pylone de Rameses II à Louxor, CEDAE
(Le Caire, 1971).

(1) PM II2, 307 (19 a-b) III

(2) PM II2, 307 (19)

(3) Kuentz, Pylone Luxor, pl. XX

(4) Kuentz, Pylone Luxor, pl.
XIX

(6) PM II2, 307 (27) II 2

(5) PM II2, 307 (27) II 1
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(7) PM II2, 306 (16) III 2

(8) PM II2, 307 (19) c

(9) PM II2, 307 (26) II 2

(10) PM II2, 307 (27) II 3

Queen:

(1) Nefertari,

(2) Nefertari,

Kuentz, Pylone Luxor,
pl. XVII

Kuentz, Pylone Luxor,
pl. XIX
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Deities:

(1) Amun-Re Kamutef,

(2) Amun-Re Kamutef,

Kuentz, Pylone Luxor, pl.
VI

PM II2, 306 (16) III 2

(3) Amun-Re,
2

PM II , 307 (19 a-b) III

(4) Amun-Re Kamutef,
PM II2, 307 (19)

(5) Amun-Re Kamutef,
(6) Amun-Re Kamutef,

Kuentz, Pylone Luxor, pl.
XIX

PM II2, 307 (26) II 2
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(7) Amun-Re Kamutef,

(8) Seshat,

PM II2, 306 (16) III 2

PM II2, 307 (27) II 2

(9) Personification of temple
(10) Mut,

Kuentz, Pylone Luxor, pl. XX

PM II2, 308 (28) II 2
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Triple shrine:
Mut chapel:

(1) PM II2, 309 (33) II 1

(4) PM II2, 309 (34) II

(2) PM II2, 309 (35) II

(5) PM II2, 309 (34) II

(7) PM II2, 309 (33) II 2
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(3) PM II2, 309 (34) II

(6) PM II2, 309 (35) II

Amun chapel:

(8) PM II2, 310 (39)

2

(9) PM II , 310 (40)

Khonsu chapel

(11) PM II2, 310 (44)

(12) PM II2, 310 (44)
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(10) PM II2, 310 (40)

